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ABSTRACT

This practicum explores winter city planning and design theory,
focusing on the positive enhancement and implementation
opporrunities within Winnipeg, Manitoba. This exploration identifies
and applies winter city principles to a site proposed for development
by the University of Winnipeg on Spence Street between Ellice
Avenue and Portage Avenue. This practicum complements the current
proposal for development by maintaining the University of Winnipeg's
identified programming requirements and improving the livability of
the site during the winter season. Guided by a literature review to
identify physical, social, economic and policy-based winter city
principles, a site analysis and focus group research, the initial design
concept was developed. Further critique of the initial design concept
was provided through a second focus gtoup resulting in the developed
design concept. The ultimate set of recommendations and application
and implementation strategies address winter city planning and design
theory at the study site with the goal of encouraging participation in
the winter environment, fostering a sense of place and promoting a

winter culture for the citizens of the City.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background

Beginning with an exploration of globalization, this practicum topic has been inspired by

a personal interest in exploring winter city planning and design theories. The issues faced by the

winter city and the necessity and difficulty of moving throughout the winter city inspired the

research related to this practicum. Our cities are a composite of globalizations in technology,

transportation, and communication resulting in the adoption of a standardizedmethod of urban

planning without regard for climate. Canadian cities are becoming increasingly homogeneous

with the advent of big box complexes, supported by seas of parking and major commercial

centers. In winter cities, this has resulted in a largely inhumane city and has adversely affected

our quality of life.

Jenson and de Sousa Santos (2000) consider thelocalizafion of globalisms to be an

alternative approach in the right direction. The objective of localized globalisms as they relate to

climate is to take coÍrmon planning ideals, goals and explanations and strategically embrace

those that can perform successfully within our climate, discard those that are likely to fail and

modify those that may be suitably shaped. The theory of winter city planning is itself, a

manifestation of globalízation in planning. It is a utopian vision to improve the livability of the

city in a harsh climate. Winter city theory needs to be continuously tailored to the specific

scenario it is applied to, in order to have the potential to be considered successful at the local

level.

From my personal interest in winter city planning and design, a curiosity developed in

movement and linking strategies within the urban winter environment. The residents of the



winter city are often considerably hindered in their ability to move throughout the urban fabric,

while facing a harsh, cold environment. Movement throughout the city is a necessary activity

(Pressman andZepic 1936). Moving throughout the city to places of work, schooling and

running errands cannot be put on hold during the winter months. An opportunity exists to

improve and enhance these journeys. For the purposes of this practicum, "movement" is defined

as all forms of transportation along with the auxiliary systems and services, including active

transportation, motorized andnon-motorized transportation, that can provide a means to travel

within the urban environment.

1.2 Problem Statement

Designers and planners in Canada have typically been influenced by projects and theories

that have been developed and implemented in more temperate regions of the world. The

resultant form of Canadian winter cities has made livability and movement throughout the winter

urban environment arduous. This practicum explores winter city planning and design theory and

focuses on the positive enhancement and implementation opportunities within Winnipeg,

Manitoba. This exploration identifies and applies winter city principles to a site proposed for

development by the University of Winnipeg on Spence Street between Ellice Avenue and

Portage Avenue. The resulting recommendations complement the current proposal for

development by maintaining the University of Winnipeg's identified programming requirements

and improving the livability of the Spence Street site during the winter season. The

recommendations respect and encourage movement, mobility and linking strategies within the

site and its context. The goal of the recoÍrmendations is to encourage participation in the winter



environment, foster a sense of place and further promote a winter culture for the citizens of the

City.

The City of Winnipeg was selected as presenting a research opporlunity due to its well

recognized climate and qualification as a winter city. I also chose V/innipeg because I have

knowledge of the city, including many contacts to help inform the research. Although this

practicum addresses the implementation opportunities in Winnipeg, the general investigation into

winter city planning and design theory, and the research into movement in the wban winter

environment, can also be employed by other winter cities, in Canada and abroad, willing to

consider transferability o f relevant information.

Several options for study sites were initially explored including the Pembina Highway

corridor, the University of Manitoba campus and the Spence Street site at the University of

V/innipeg. I considered several criteria when deciding upon the study site including: scale; how

each site acted as a node and./or corridor; and transit accessibility. Spence Street between

Portage Avenue and Ellice Avenue at the University of Winnipeg was ultimately selected as the

study site. The University of Winnipeg's Spence Street site was originally suggested by a

Committee member. Doug Clark, with Scatliff Miller Murray, had been approached by the

University of Winnipeg to address winter city issues on the site proposed for redevelopment and

suggested I explore it as an implementation opportunity. The Spence Street site at the University

of Winnipeg acts as both a node and corridor, has excellent transit accessibility and was of a

manageable scale for the purposes of the practicum. In addition to meeting the identified

criteria, the study site appealed to me because of its urban location, its high population and

pedestrian traffic, its diverse user group and its ability to be treated as a corridor in dealing with

physical linkage and movement with surrounding neighbourhoods and the greater City.
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1.3 Goal of the Practicum

This practicum project has two main goals. The first was to examine literature on winter

city planning and design, specifically that which is applicable to movement and mobility within

the urban winter environment. V/ithin this literature review, there were several questions that

guided the research:

What role can the history of winter settlement and the winter cities movement
play in V/innipeg today?

What winter cityprinciples are applicable for the enhancement of livability within
Winnipeg?

Discussed in Chapter 2 of this practicum, the review verifies there are physical, social,

economic and policy-based principles that can improve livability in the winter city.

The second goal of this practicum was to apply the principles identified and examined in

the literature review to the Spence Street !ite. Based on the University of V/innipeg's proposal

to redevelop the site, three questions guiding this application were:

What winter city principles can be applied to the study site in order to enhance
livability during the winter months?

How can these winter city principles be applied to the study site in order to
enhance livability during the winter months?

How can the study site be better integrated into and linked with its context in
terms of winter mobility?

Guided by the literature review and the above research questions, this goal was achieved through

detailed analysis of the site, a series of two focus groups and the developed design concepts.



t.4 Research Approach

Several qualitative research instruments were used in this practicum. This section

outlines the reasons for selecting literature review, site analysis, focus groups and design as my

tools of inquiry.

1.4. 1 Literqture Review

A review of relevant literature informed two of my research questions: a) What

role can the history of winter settlement and the winter cities movement play in Winnipeg

today? and b) What winter city principles are applicable for the enhancement of livability

within'Winnipeg? The literature review was compiled, analyzed and organized into

applicable opportunities for the Spence Street site, identifying physical, social, economic

and policy-based principles.

1.4.2 Site Survey

A thorough survey of the site, including existing and future services deemed

necessary to the site and its context, with respect to winter livabilit¡ was completed. An

examination of the development concept proposed by the University of Winnipeg was

also completed. lnternet research, photo documentation, computer generated images,

mapping and drawing were used as data collection tools for this research. The site

analysis guided, in part, the focus group research and informed the design concept

development and implementation stages of this practicum.



1.4.3 Gathering Responses: Focus Groups

Responses to my initial and subsequent research were gathered through two focus

groups. The purpose of the focus groups was to gather responses from key informants,

on my research into winter city planning with respect to the Spence Street site, in order to

guide a design intervention.

A focus group is most useful as a research method when looking to clarify

specific issues regarding a particular topic. Focus groups are characterized by

homogeneity (Kruger 19SS). For this practicum each of the 5 to 7 key informants were

residents of the City of Winnipeg, had a general familiarity with the site and represented

key aspects or perspectives with respect to redevelopment of this site.

There were two focus groups to gather information from key informants at two

stages of the research process. One occurred after the site survey and informed the

programming needs/wants and inspired the initial design concept. The second, after an

initial design concept had been formed, guided design refinement and development.

Participants were identified throughout the research process. The site survey

helped to identify potential members of the focus group who were determined to be a

user group and/or could contribute a unique perspective on the site. The focus groups

included representatives from the University of Winnipeg, the University of Winnipeg

Foundation, the University of Winnipeg Community Renewal Corporation, the

University of Winnipeg Student Association, V/innipeg Transit, the City of V/innipeg and

community residents.

Each informant was provided with a written brief on the topic of the focus group

prior to each discussion (see Appendix A, D). This ensured each participant was



provided the same information, therefore minimizing tacit assumptions (Kruger 1988:64).

The focus groups each began with a brief presentation on the research findings thus far

including visual and written posters to help communicate the information. After the

brief introduction and presentation, each focus group was composed of a series of open-

ended questions allowing the respondents to determine the direction of response (See

Appendix B, E). Questions were guided by my research objectives, the literature review

and the results of the site survey. Guiding questions during the focus group were

arranged from a general to specific sequence that was logical to participants. The line of

questioning and the rationale / intention behind the questioning for each of the two focus

groups are outlined over the next two pages.



Table 1-1: Line of questioning and rationale behind questioning for Focus Group One

Line of Questioning Rationale / Intention

What do you perceive as the needs of the
site and its users during the winter
season?

Purpose of question was to explore the
programming of the site during the winter

What do you perceive as the wants of the
site and its users during the winter
season?

Purpose of the question was to explore the
possibilities of programming of the site
during the winter

What do you perceive as the main
opportunities for the site during the winter
season?

Purpose of question was to identiff and
explore what the informants perceive as the
opportunities for the site during the winter

What do you perceive as the main barriers
to the livability of the site during the
winter?

Purpose of the question was to identiff
potential barriers prior to the design stage

What opporlunities do you feel this site
presents for linkages with the surrounding
area?

Purpose of question was to identify linking
opporlunities for the site within its
neighbourhood context

What opporhrnities do you feel this site
presents for linkages with the City of
Winnipeg?

Purpose of quesfion was to identiff linking
opportunities for the site within the context
of the City of Winnipeg?

In what ways can this site encourage a
winter culture within Winnipeg?

Purpose of the question was to identifu and
explore opportunities for the enhancement
of a winter culture in Winnipeg



Table l-2: Line of questioning and rationale behind questioning for Focus Group Two

Line of Questioning Rationale i Intention

What elements of the design concept
(design l) do you feel strongest about?

Purpose of question was to gather a general
critique and review of the proposed design
concept (design 1)

What components of the design concept
do you feel are the most feasible?

Purpose of question was to identiff and
explore the feasibility of design I

What elements of the design concept do
you feel are the most critical for
implementation?

Purpose of question was to identiff and
explore key elements which would be

considered critical for implementation

What elements of the design concept do
you feel are the most important in terms
of linking the site with its surroundings?

Purpose of question was to identiff and

explore elements which are the most
important in linking the site with its
surroundings

What elements of the design concept do
you feel are the most important in terms
of linking the site with the rest of the City
of Winnipeg?

Purpose of question was to identiff and

explore elements which are the most
important in linking the site with the City of
Winnipeg

What elements of the design concept do
you feel are most important in terms of
enhancing a positive winter culture in
Winnipeg?

Purpose was to identiff, explore and

critique the elements of design I that
strongly support a social winter culture

Are there any additional comments or
concerns regarding the concept design
that have not been reviewed thus far? If
yes, what else would you like to comment
on or raise concern about?

Purpose was to allow participants the
opporfunity to comment on the concept
design if certain concems or issues had not
been addressed.

10



Both focus groups were recorded on audio tape and by att assistant moderator taking

detailed notes. Both focus groups were held atthe Institute of Urban Studies between

June and October of 2005.

1.4.4 Implementation and Design

The final objective of this practicum was to develop a design and implementation

strategy for the Spence Street site with respect to winter city planning and movement.

The design was informed, in part, through the literature review, site survey and focus

group responses.

For the purposes of this practicum, research and design were used in cooperation.

The main objective of design is to alter physical settings; however, purely physical design

research often lacks investigation into the social and psychological needs of the end

user(s). Research and design have the opportunity for coordination at several stages

within the design process. The first is at the programming stage, which can integrate

research on needs and wants wittrin the project with the economic, cultural, stylistic,

ecological, structural, sociological and psychological needs ofthe end user and/or client

(Zeisel 1984) in mind. The second opporfunity for cooperation is dwing design review.

Through review presentations the designer can encourage discussion regarding potential

environment behaviour results (Zeisel 1984). Diagrammatic and schematic presentation

techniques can provide an increased understanding of a particular project or situation

throughout this process.

During the process of this practicum, focus group responses informed the

implementation and design at two stages:programming and design review. The

11



cooperation of research with design, in this case via the focus groups, provided me with

the opportunity to identify data, problems and issues that affected detailed design

decisions. It also provided the opporhrnity to ask specific design review questions in

order to ensure the initial design concept met initial criteria, raised issues for discussion

and ultimately refined the initial design concept.

Figure I-2 onthe following page illustrates the process of the research. Each stage guided and

informed the following stage. The circle indicates that the process of research was not linear but

more organic and qualitative in nature.

12
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1.5 Scope of the Study

The City of 'Winnipeg was chosen, due to its harsh winter climate, to implement the

results of the research. The study site was proposed for development by the University of

Winnipeg and was considered to be an excellent opportunity, given its location and user group,

for the application of winter city principles within the City of Winnipeg.

Winter city planning and design theory indicate that changes must be made at several

scales: the building and site, or micro scale; the local neighbourhood, or meso scale; and the

district and urban, or macro scale. Due to the scope of this practicum, the urban and

neighbourhood scales were focused upon. However, it must be stated that winter city planning

and design theories are best employed at multiple scales. They cannot be completeiy successful

if used in isolation, such as when other scales are neglected.

This research was limited by weather and seasonal fluctuations. Accessibility to specific

locations was hindered by weather conditions and lack of maintenance such as snow removal.

This hampered exploration; however, it also provided important information as to the identity

and accessibility of specific locations that were altered by these seasonal fluctuations. The focus

group research was limited by willingness to participate and pre-existing time commitments of

those persons involved in the focus gtoups.

1.6 Significance of the Study

Research into the theory of winter city design and planning, and its implementation

opportunities within Winnipeg, is important for several reasons. First, a study of good winter

city design and planning principles is important to understand the degree to which the livability

of Winnipegcaîbe improved during the winter season. Second, focusing on a downtown,

t4



populated and active study site will demonstrate improvements in the daily aspects of life for its

users. This can result in more desirable urban places in Winnipeg, provide positive reflections of

our identity, and give Winnipeg the competitive edge it needs to keep and attract a vibrant

population. Furthermore, this research may challenge public institutions, such as the University

of Winnipeg, to provide a high quality public realm suitable for all seasons. Primarily, exploring

how winter city planning and design principles can improve the livability of V/innipeg in the

winter, and consequently challenge Winnipegger's attitude towards the winter season, will be its

greatest contribution.

This research may also be of significance to other planning and design professionals

willing to consider transferability of relevant information. As stated earlier, winter city planning

and design principles need to be continuously tailored to the scenario they are being applied to;

however, having a well defined general list of recommendations may help in identifying those

recommendations that may be appropriate for other applications.

1.7 Organtzation of the Practicum

This practicum is composed of five sections. This, the first, outlines the practicum,

providing background information and identifying the problem statement and objective,

identifying the research approach, and considering the scope and significance of the practicum.

The second section is a literature review of winter cities, focusing on the enhancement of

livability and mobility within an urban environment, stemming in part from a self-directed

elective reading course. The third addresses the research findings, analysis and the

implementation strategies. Ultimately, section four outlines the recommendations, application

and implementation strategies and conclusion.

15



Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework and Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The literature review explores winter city planning and design theory and provides the

foundation of the practicum. The review provides an understanding of the winter city and

identifies physical, social, economic and policy-based winter planning principles. This provided

the basis to identify relevant winter city planning and design opportunities at the study site.

Cities once developed slowly, in reaction to their surroundings. More recently,

globalization and relatively inexpensive sources of energy have shaped our cities without

significant regard for place, culture and climate. Technological developments since World'War

II, like the automobile in association with increased availability and decreased expense of

energy, has altered demand and consumption of resources, and consequently altered city form.

Dunin-V/oyseth explains,

Rich northern coÍtmunities began to live in spite of,the climate, not with the climate.
Their building and planning patterns followed more southern ideals, inappropriate in a
lengthy winter climate. ... [T]he automobile increased mobility of the individual
moving...from one to another island of climatic comfort created by the built environment
(1990:355).

The ability of people to move easily from location to location spurred the process of

suburbanization and resulted in a further separation of land uses. Pressman and Zepic explain

the change in the city's form:

During the process of 'suburbanization' the design and function of the street changed

drastically. The orientation and location of the streets, houses and open spaces was not
responsive to the climatic conditions. Suburbia in Texas looked the same as suburbia in
Calgary or Toronto. Forests, which once offered protection from the wind, were

eliminated. Road design and location, in many instances, ignored recurring snow drifts
or fog (1986:63).
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2.2

Although written in 1986, the results of suburbanization and our automobile-dependent culture

persist. In cold climates, there is little understanding of, or concern for, planning and design and

its ability to increase the livability of the city through form-making interventions.

\ilhat is a Winter City?

Pressman, a Canadian authority on winter city planning and design, defines a harsh

winter climate as one that embodies the following five basic elements:

1. Temperature - normally below freezíng
2. Precipitation - usually in the form of snow
3. Restricted hours of sunshine/daylight
4. Prolonged periods of the first three factors cited above
5. Seasonal variation (Pressman and Cizek 1986: 6)

The Climate Severity Indexfor Canadians (Philips and Crowe 1984) developed by

Environment Canada remains the best baseline system devised to date. It uses a one hundred

point scale to indicate weather severity in Canada on the basis of the following four factors:

1. comfort of individuals (discomfort factor)
2. psychological state

3. safety (hazardousness)
4. mobility of travel (outdoor immobility) (Pressman and Cizek 1986: 8)

The Climate Severity Index (CSI) allows for a relational perspective when referring to winter

severity across the country. Victoria, British Columbia has the lowest C,S1in the country, at a

value of eight. Yellowknife, Northwest Tenitories has a C^l/of fifty-seven while Whitehorse,

Yukon Territories has a rating of forty-six. Winnipeg's index value is fifty-one.
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CLIMATE SEVERITY INDEX SCORE COMPARISON

Winnipeg, Manitoba - 51

Yellowknife, NWT - 57

Calgary, Alberta - 35

Victoria, British Columbia - 15

St. John's, Newfoundland - 59

Montreal, Quebec - 43

Figure 2-1: Winter City Criteria
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2.3 The Established Winter Cify Movement

Royle (1986) explains in his article "Braving the Cold" how the established winter city

movement began. Its inception occurred in the 1950s when a young English architect, Ralph

Erskine moved to Sweden. Royle notes that Erskine "was the first person to point out the

inconsistency of northerners in complaining endlessly about the discomforts of their winter cities

while seeming not to be interested in doing much about it" (1986:18). In response to this, he

began designing with respect to Sweden's climate and became a leader in northem based design

and planning strategies. During the 1970s the mayor of a northem Japanese city, Sapporo

publicly acknowledged the lack of specific consideration of problems faced in northem regions.

Sapporo has since become a world leader in winter city planning, architecture and landscape

architecture. The city has also developed a strong tourist-based economy through marketing

itself as an enjoyable winter city. Closer to home, in the United States, a University of

Minnesota professor, Dr. W.illiam C. Roger documented the effects of weather on the

Minneapolis economy. Roger also recognized how unpleasant Minneapolis was in the winter

and consequently how little concem there appeared to be for planning a city according to its cold

climate. After the winter city movement was initiated in the United States, it did not take long

for it to take hold in Canada:

The word soon hopped the border...and found eager acceptance. Conferences were
organized in Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa and elsewhere. Leading landscape architects,
planners and architects gave their support. Within months, Canada [was effectively
considered the]...world leader in what was beginning to be called the 'winter cities
movement' (Royle 1 986: I 8).

In Canada, the Livable Winter Cities Association (LViCA) was formed in 1983. Based in

Ottawa, the Association developed the movement in Canada, in part through a newsletter, titled

Winter Cities. The LWCA also conducted a design competition among design and planning

19



2.4

schools across the country which aided in the transfer of knowledge and the development of

principles intended for winter city theory. The Livable Winter Cities Association continues to

develop and distribute Winter Cities and provide conference opportunities in various Canadian

winter cities every two years. The last two Livable V/inter Cities Conferences were held in

Thunder Bay, Ontario in 2003 and in Prince George, British Columbia in 2005, respectively.

The next Livable Winter Cities Conference will be in2007.

Winter City Principles

Pressman (1995), a Canadian authority on winter cities cites two current approaches

towards winter design and planning. The first is to not provide overprotection from nature, and

thereby encourage the opportunity to experience the winter city in its splendour, including the

biting cold. The other approach is to completely protect from nature. This approach would

provide underground walkways and above ground passages. This is a city that enables

disassociation and ignorance of the winter season. He argues, and I agree, that a successful city

is one which is positioned between the two, developing the positive elements of both. In order to

accomplish this, winter cities need to reduce inconvenience, offer climate protection and

optimizebeneficial exposwe. The following subsections provide discussion of related urban

movement patterns, opportunities for linkages within the winter city, and enhanced livability of

urban public spaces.

20



2.4.1 Physical Principles

There are several physical principles I have explored in conducting this literature

review which can contribute to a framework for winter city development, planning and

design. These are reviewed below.

Exterior microclimate protection and the provision of protective urban devices are

important in a winter city. Sunlight orientation and protection from the wind help to

ameliorate harsh climatic conditions and make necessary movement more pleasurable.

Pressrrian (1995) suggests opporfunities for microclimate protection to enhance human

comfort, including increasing the frequency of microclimatic studies, improved

ergonomic and climate-responsive design, the integration of landscaping concepts to

reduce discomfort and the use of analytical techniques and mapping systems to plot

sunshine and climate parameters to assist in site selection and detailed development (79-

98). Pressman (1995) also develops parameters for the provision of protective urban

devises. These include above grade protection, below grade protection, at grade

protection, sidewalk heating, multi-use buildings that minimizethe need for movement

outside and/or in between buildings, retractable rooß and pedeshian and vehicular free

zones (79-98). The arcaded streets of Bern, Switzerland set a precedent for climate

protection. The city uses architectural detailing, sunlight orientation, clustered building,

vegetation, windscreens, snow fences and shelterbelts to provide a livable and navigable

environment in downtown areas.

Concentrated and mixed use development, particularly along existing corridors,

reduces travel distance within the winter city. Pressman and Zepic (1986) support mixed
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use and concentrated development to reduce trip distance, outlining some key ideas to

improve the current winter city form:

o Concentration of new urban development along major transit corridors and
around suburban centers.

o Integ¡ation of land use through infill and multiple use facilities.

o Improvement of the balance between residence and job location to provide the
opportunity to minimize trip distance and optimize public transportation (64-
77).

Pressman andZepic (1986) also advocate for mixed use and compact development as a

means of ameliorating some of winter's woes including lengthy commutes.

Reducing the use of the private automobile and enhancing multi-modal

transportation alternatives will enhance the livability of the winter city. Pressman and

Zepic (1986) suggest improvements for public transportation:

. Public Transport: emphasis put on transit by giving it priority over the car on
existing righrof-ways, provision of integrated hansit facilities (bus, rail, etc),
consistent standards for walking distance to bus stops, bus stop locations
should be considered at the beginning of the design process and be considered
as a part of the overall transportation vision, bus stop locations should be
carefully considered in order to increase transit services, provision of properly
designed shelters (may be heated and provide reliable scheduling and bus load
information), provision of adequate bicycle paths and parking at select stops,
provision of pedestrian walkways at transit stops, snow plowing of bus areas
soori after snow falls, heating of sidewalks and other areas heavily used by
pedestrians, the adoption of standards for subdivision design including public
transit and stops, the involvement of transit authorities in approval of major
developments along transit routes, the adoption of policies to provide user
disincentive for automobile use and provide incentive for use of public
transportation (63).

Pressman andZepic (1986) also observe that pedestrian movement is not given relative

importance within the winter city and needs improvement. This can be achieved by

placing pedestrians at the top of the transportation hierarchy. Together, Pressman and

Zepic(l986) state some coÍrmon winter problems: "lengthy commuting due to inclement
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weather, accidents related to poor conditions, stress experienced while driving under

severe conditions, psychological depression related to darkness and or a sense of

confinement" (1986:66). They identiff ways of ameliorating some of these problems is

to enhance alternative modes of transportation. Pressman andZepic also suggest ways in

which to make transit easier to use during the winter season. These comprise of the

employment of a variety of public transit methods including rapid. transit, streetcars,

buses and commuter rail service.

The Swedish city of Lulea sets a precedent with its first rate public transit system

supplemented by heated sidewalks, warmed by hot water conduits connected to the

municipal district heating system (Anon. 1990:8). "Bus shelters with three 'comfort

levels' to suit a range of weather conditions and user preferences have been installed"

(Anon. 1990:9) and kilometres of lit paths throughout the city supplement its movement

systems that can be used for jogging, cross-country skiing, playgrounds and skating rinks.

Pressman (1995) advocates for the integration of recreation and leisure with movement

systems throughout the winter city. Utilizing parks, open space systems and waterfronts,

nafure and wildlife areas, ski trail networks, winter oriented outdoor amenities (hockey,

skating), camivals and festivals and winter indoor gardens within a larger system adds to

its value.

Pressman (lggg) suggests that the reduction of our dependence on the automobile

is of utmost importance and altematives must begin to emerge. Pressman mentions if

alternative methods of transportation such as walking and cycling were encouraged and

paths were provided to form networks between places where people need to go, then

automatically the opportunities for public and semi-public spaces could provide a wider
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range of uses for the citizens (1999:19). Pressman (1999) discusses two relevant cases,

within the context of the winter city, where measures have been taken to discourage the

use of the private automobile and encourage the use of altemative methods of movement.

The first is Strasbourg, France, which was awarded the 1995 European prize for

excellence in public transport. The town achieved this by "re-introducing tramways,

improving bus services and integrating park and ride prices that included a free tram

ticket or bus ticket" (Pressman 1999:18) within their city centre. The second is a

reflection on small Swiss cities that have pedesfianized their town centres and, for both

environmental and social reasons, promoted public hansit over the private automobile

(Pressman lggg). Hanen (1994) cites an example in Nordic European countries where

governments have reduced vehicle traffic in the cities' core by increasing the cost and

decreasing the availability of parking over time (4). The results are positive: "pollution

has dropped, mass transit is the norm and there has been no revolt" (Hanen 1994:4).

The Swiss have achieved international success through the integration of transportation

options, including the linking of light rail, holleybus, bus, tram, park and ride facilities,

lake-steamers, mountain railwa¡ and cable car services (Pressman 1999:18). This

integration of multi-modal transportation provides many opportunities for micro-climate

protection at connection nodes, specifically shops, public places and other high-use

functions. Pressman notes that, "urban design concept plans should indicate major

pedestrian links between origins and destinations suggesting where climatically sheltered

zones might be realized" (1999:19).

Alternate methods of transportation must be explored further. Broadening the

horizons of transportation and taking into account all forms of movement is important.
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lmprovements to public transit and pedestrian paths and exploring transportation methods

such as sleigh, biking, skiing and skating for example, need to be considered as an option

and an opportunity. As a guide, alternative methods of transportation may be adapted

from around the world. Coleman (2000) explores the method of transportation still used

by citizens of Northern Sweden. "Traditional kicksleds, a light weight chair mounted on

long metal runners, are used extensively...on the walkways. Extensive lighted ski trail

systems are [also] located in and around the city and can be accessed from

neighbourhoods" (Coleman 2000:3). The traditional kicksled is a self propelled personal

sleigh and is a stable method of transportation on a snowy winter surface. Kicksled lanes

are left clear of debris and gravel abrasives during maintenance of the walkways and in

Kiruna specifically, there are provisions made for kicksled parking in high use areas of

the city (Coleman 200I:12). Coleman celebrates Anchorage, Alaska for its development

of a multiple use trail system that links the city (2001 : I 3). Non-motorized use of the trail

is encouraged and many citizens walk, run, bike and ski on the trail system during

different seasons of the year. Coleman discusses the different sort of city that may exist

if it was designed with the pedestrian in mind. Walkways and paths would be more

abundant and more prominent; they would be separated from major traffic and micro-

climate design would be more apparent. But currently, the dependence of North

Americans on cars and consequently their need for related road and parking facilities,

results clearly in the drivers' needs outweighing the needs of pedestrians (Coleman

2001:12).

Improving road, sidewalk and trail planning, construction and maintenance will

ensure that the urban movement system is appropriate and viable during the winter
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season. Pressman andZepic (1986) promote innovative design and street layout to

encourage transit and facilitate walking and bicycle use within the winter city (77). More

specifically, physical improvements to existing roads are required. Pressman andZepic

(1986) suggest changes necessary for improvements:

o Roads: redesigning road patterns within existing subdivisions in order to
provide more direct access to transit, orientation of streets within new
subdivisions to provide maximum solar gain, implementation of shared
roadways between pedestrians and cars, designing vertical curb guards in
order to protect pedestrians against slush in the street where there is no
boulevard, reserved bus lanes, provision of a rapid transit facility within
existing roadways, new and improved de-icing materials (63).

The provision of outdoor social space and warm up spots throughout the city

foster a sense of winter culture and provide warmth to chilly citizens. Pressman and

Zepic (1986) consider appropriate bus shelters and street furniture as a means of

providing attractive outdoor social space and warm up spots. Bus shelters are rarely

sensitively designed to their location. Some guidelines to follow include sloped floors so

slush, snow and ice can be easily shed and the "installation of electronic information

systems flashing up to date bus schedules and graphic and plastic art as well as music and

light would make the usage of public transit systems more attractive" (Pressman and

Zepic 1986:98). Certainly shelter comforts and street furniture aid in the development of

a climate sensitive space. Most street furnifure, however, is ordered out of a catalogue

and pre-designed with general requirements. There is little consideration for the fact that

many of these pieces are inadequate when used in sub zero climates. For example,

"metal benches [may] be ordered for a place that the normal temperature is -20"

(1986:97).
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Social heat spots have been integrated into the urban fabric of Lulea, Sweden.

Stemming from a 1989 conference led by Ralph Erskine, a British architect that identified

the impact of the arctic climate in Sweden and spent alarge part of his career addressing

climate and the built environment, identified that the provision of social 'heat spots' with

public access *here pedestrians drop in to warm up (Anon. 1990:9) had proved very

successful. Another suggestion from the conference, increasing the number of supervised

outdoor log fires throughout the downtown area (Anon. 1990:9), has provided a spot for

city users to warm their hands on cold winter days. This suggestion has been utilized in

V/innipeg at Festival du Voyageur; however, it may be better integrated throughout the

City in high-use locations such as building entrances / exits, parks and other natural

gathering places.

Using existing corridors and destinations supports the integration of a winter city

movement system. Lusk and Dustin (1992) suggest using established greenways and

developing them into a strategic network of corridors throughout the winter city. They

envision;

In the grandest winter extreme, . . . a network of greenways as separate corridors
leading into the city centre. Half the paths are cleared of snow for walkers or
winter mountainbikers, and the other half are covered with packed snow. The
snow-covered paths are used by dog-sledders, snowmobilers, snowshoers, and
cross-country skiers. Along the edges, snow füendly trees enhance the setting,
their limbs traced with white. The destination for this network of paths is the
main street of downtown, an area that has been closed to automobile traffic.
Instead of a road slushy from partial ploughing and snow tires, the snow has been
left packed for horse drawn, bell-ringing sleighs. The sleighs travel from one end
of town to the other, offering transit like the horse drawn carriages of New York's
Central Park. Day and nigtrt the storefronts are magnets with people pulled to the
window displays (Lusk and Dustin 1992:22).

Lusk and Dustin continue to warn that using "greenways" and developing them as a

solid, multi-use network can only be successful if it is composed of mini-destinations
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along its course. Whatever the destination: downtown, school, work or a skating rink, the

provision of stops is necessary in between. Lusk and Dustin suggest these stops, whether

a shop, a restaurant or warm-up stop, be accessed alongside the "greenway" or by way of

appendage from the main systems (l,usk and Dustin 1992:23). Location is the true

measure of success for a seasonal "greenwat'': "If a greenway is placed in the wrong

location, no one will use it. If it doesn't take people where they want to go, the system

will be a waste of money" (Lusk and Dustin 1992:23). In conclusion, Lusk and Dustin

explain that "greenways" offer the opportunity for a city to create a visual image of itself

that is present in the mind of both citizens and visitors.

Improving the visual environment helps to foster a winter culture and makes the

outdoors more appealing. Pressman's (1995) suggested improvements to the visual

environment of the winter city include ice as art, use of bold colours and lighting, urban

furniture and civic embellishments (79).

The above review of physical principles has helped develop a sense of what is

considered good winter city planning and design. I understand that a compact city form

is ideal for a northern climate and also can aid in effective movement throughout the city.

A compact urban form reduces inconvenience, increases the efficiency of heating

resources and increases the ability to deal effectively with snowfall and winter weather

(Noguchi 2002). Locating what is functional and what is necessary in close proximity

results in shorter travel distances for citizens, thereby reducing exposure to the elements.

It also aids in calming traffic and encouraglng public life and personal health. Another

major principle, climate protection, encourages activity and an animated street life.
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2.4.2 Social Principles

The physical environment of the winter city can either support or impede the
formation of social activities in outdoor public space. Social activities are
particularly important to mental health in winter due to isolation and other
multiple stresses that impact on people during the cold, dark season (Pressman
1996:9).

The impact of winter every season causes social isolation for many Canadians,

including the elderly (The Urban Design and Planning Committee of the American

Institute of Architects Regional./Urban Design Assistance Team and The Royal

Architectural Institute of Canada 1986, Pressman 2002), children, the physically

challenged, the economically disadvantaged, transit-users, cyclists and pedestrians

(Pressman 2002). Creating a winter city that encourages accessibility and is designed for

avanety of social strata can be an inclusive planning strategy for a livable winter city and

foster a unique winter culture and identity.

Culjat and Erskine (1983) note that in places where there has been no attempt to

modify the climate; it is the quality of the social environment which ultimately suffers.

Climate modification, they note, has the possibility to encourage or discourage outdoor

activities thereby altering coÍLmon patterns and ways of moving about the city:

One can observe for instance that the cold wind and driving snow have an effect
on a gÍoup of people waiting for a bus on an exposed sidewalk. They bunch
together seeking protection behind each other's bodies: a rational reaction - or a
subconscious response to the unfriendly elements? Whatever it is, the cold wind
seems to change the response to the spatial pattem with respect to other persons
(14).

Consequently, when climate makes outdoor space difficult to use, there is a decrease in

the frequency of use. Citizens are still required to go on with their daily lives but the

enjoyment and pleasure of moving about the city disappears. Culjat and Erskine (1983)

cite Stockholm's railway station as a precedent for the development of a transportation
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node into a pleasurable public place: "there are shops, restaurants, cafes, exhibits...,

benches...,etc. It...can be used all year...The space functions as a public living room

rather than just as a traffic terminal" (21).

Hubbell argues that it is the perception of a movement system within the winter

city that will determine its validity: "the success of a public transportation system

depends upon the user's perception of travel time, cost, convenience and comfort"

(1988:16). The problem arises when winter weather imposes concerns of wind, snow and

ice, for example. Transit is less appealing to its customer and alterations to routes,

scheduling and customer comfort are required. For example, "inclement weather causes

disruptions in the scheduled pattern of service, which in turn causes customer uncertainty.

'When customers are uncertain of the availability or arrival of service they may consider

other modes of travel" (Hubbell 1988:17).

The onset of winter is particularly of concem for elderly residents of the winter

city. In many cases, an already diminished sense of mobility is exacerbated by winter

snow, slush and temperatures. Harold Hanen, a past president of the Winter Cities

Association and an advocate for seniors in winter explains that,

appropriate mobility alternatives that address the four seasons' realities are

fundamental to health and happiness at all stages of life. For seniors, it is
imperative for emotional health (independence and freedom), for exercise, for
accessing basic survival needs and for connecting to the world of other humans
and nature (1988:14).

The main goal of social winter planning, Pressman (1995, 2000) explains, is the

creation of a winter culture through the altering of perceptions. This can be achieved

through a shift in attitudes and lifestyle, the generation of local and regional pride and the

development of educational strategies @ressman2002). Projecting positive images of
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winter to affect a community's attitude is often the largest social barrier to overcome. In

Iceland, "winter is often associated with darkness, isolation and silence" (Pressman

1995:30). 'Winter 
tends to be a season which dwellers of cold regions try vehemently to

resist. The arrival of the first snow and intense cold is usually greeted with despair and a

'rejection mentality' is triggered among the population-at-large. Often, public behavior

reflects this disdain for winter by appearing to ignore its presence (Pressman 1995:31). A

shift in our outlook and lifestyle is required to generate pride in the winter season and

celebrate the cold every year when it comes. Festivals and carnivals can become annual

seasonal events as a cålebration of winter culture including ice and snow, art and

sculpture. For example, the City of Lighls campaign in Anchorage, Alaska places strands

of white lights on vegetation and buildings to transform the city into a "sparkling

wonderland" (Schropshire 1999:20) when the hours of daylight decrease. The program is

considered very successful as it encourages creativity, public participation, friendly

competition among citizens and local economic development from increased sales. It

also provides the city with improved lighting during the dark, cold winter and instills a

sense of pride within the community.

The social significance of sfreet life and public open space cannot be

underestimated. The city is often charactenzedby an accumulation of statistics on

economic values, population and demographic information. This is the information the

citizen is least likely to recall when recollecting an experience of urban life. One cannot

dismiss the research linking social stimulation with physical health. An active urban

culture and lifestyle can help to provide improvements in walkability and supply an urban

life that fulfills more than is functionally necessary.
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2.4.3 Economic Principles

Innovative projects that result in effective movement systems for winter cities

typically cost more than their southem counterparts. Adapting and employing these

designs in a harsh climate results in an increase in design, construction and maintenance

fees. The economic issues are compounded by the present form of the city. The form

presently taken by most North American winter cities is the least economic form for the

winter city to maintain.

Improving the overall quality of the environment, Pressman (1985) suggests, is

often a case of supporting the least economical option. As a city, we must be prepared to

make that decision. For example, Coleman (2001) notes that, "the public cost of building

and maintaining walkways for winter use must be compared to the value the community

places on winter pedestrian mobility" (13). How can a financial cost be placed on quality

of life and improved health?

The winter city needs to address funding concerns specific to its climate. The

onset of winter reduces mobility and a financial strategy may be necessary to address

transit assistance programs to maintain high ridership levels and discourage automobile

use. Decreased pedestrian travel and social interaction may also lead to a reduction in

traffic and profitability for local companies. A municipal govemment can address this

economic decline through winter subsidy programs and tourism promotion. Expenses

can also be abated through tri-level government agreements and private funding.

The consequences of winter on a city can also have a positive economic outcome.

If dealt with in an effective manner, the city can encourage activity in outdoor and indoor

spaces throughout the winter city. The city itself will benefit from having year-round
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public spaces and the businesses will benefit from the draw of people to these spaces. A

swnmary of a presentation that took place at the Livable Winter Cities Conference in

Edmonton, Alberta remarks that, "development and property interests [also] benefit from

the economic advantage that flows from attractive and functional public activities"

(1986:45). Shopping malls tend to do very well in the cold climates as people are

naturally athacted to warm, open places. Another strong example is the large tourism

industry that has been marketed in Sapporo, Japan. Sapporo has presented and promoted

itself as a livable winter city, offering many opportunities for tourists from Japan and

around the world to come and experience things quintessentially winter such as ice castle

tours and ice sculpting contests. In Canada specifically, winter festivals in V/innipeg,

Ottawa and Quebec City help promote tourism and encourage citizens of those cities to

participate in the winter environment in a celebratory and positive manner.

2.4.4 Policy Principles

Winter management and development can be enhanced through legislation and

policy design. It is important that elected and government officials play a key role in the

advancement of the winter city. An investigation of several Canadian winter cities found

"most...do not reference winter issues - policy or design - in their planning documents

nor do they have committees that specifically address winter city issues during planning

processes" (Christie and Martin 2003:26). Further investigation by Christie and Martin

(2003) indicates a prominent absence of winter development plans at the community

level as well. In fact, the City of Winnipeg's (2000) Plan Winnipeg2020 vision barely

mentions the winter season in its policy statements and only a handful of the many
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illustrations in the document are taken during winter. Christie and Martin (2003)

conclude the need for "the inclusion of winter city issues, policy and design in

community plans cannot be overemphasized" (27). In Skarstein, Norway authorities

promote climatic land-use planning through the provision of subsidies from government

financial institutions to support the additional expense of adapting residential design and

construction to their winter climate (Dunin-V/oyseth 1990:357).

Pressman (1995) observes that land use policy is an important factor in the

development of a winter city. Land use policy can place,

emphasis on compact urban form and reduction of sprawl, more mixed use,
variation to street width and reduction or elimination of segregated use zontng,
appropriate layout and orientation of buildings with proper provision for snow
deposit areas (222-3).

Pressman (1985) suggests the "re-evaluation of existing bylaw frameworks which will

protect pedestrian networks" and to "devise management policies for existing urban

systems" (40). For example, policies to seasonally adjust transit schedules and routes.

This also includes arcorganization of "development policies to reduce emphasis on the

automobile and promoting walking and transit" (Pressman 1985:40). This is in addition

to the "funding, participatory measures, legislative means and marketing...fneeded] to

evolve with the intent of making serious changes to our behaviour and with respect to

how we move around" (Pressman 1999:19).

Winter City F'ramework and Site Application Opportunities

The above identification and review of winter city principles has provided some focus on

urban movement patterns, opportunities for linkages and enhanced livability of urban public

2.5
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places within the winter city. These principles were then applied to the Spence Street site as a

case-in-point of opportunities and strategies to enhance winter livability.

Given the scope of the literature review, it was necessary to summarizethe findings and

precedents to develop an applicable framework. This framework guided the following research,

including the site analysis and focus groups. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 illustrate winter city

precedents.

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES

Exterior Microclimate Protection

. By increasing thefrequency of microclimatic studies
c Through improved ergonomic and climate responsive design
. Through the integration of landscaping concepts
. Through the use of analytical techniques and mapping systems to plot

sunshine and climate parømeters to assist in site selection and detailed
development

o PRECEDENT: Lulea's heated sidewalks warmed by hot water conduits
connected to the municipal district heating system

Provision of protective urban devises

. At, above and below grade protection including retractable roofs
o Multïuse buildings that minimize the needfor movement outside
o Pedestrian and vehicularfree zones

o PRECEDENT: Bern's arcaded streets

Sunlight orientation

Protection from the wind

Concentrated and mixed-use development to reduce trip distance and aid in
snow removal

. Concentration of new urban development along major transit corridors and
around suburban centres

o Integration of land use through infill and multþle usefacilities
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o Improvement of the balance between residence and job location to provide the
opportunity to minimize trip distance and optimize public transportation

Reduction of the use of the private automobile

o Support use of public transit by giving it priority over tlte car through existing' righrof-ways or integrated transitfacilities

o PRECEDENT: Lulea's first rate public transit system and Strausbourg, France
for its excellence in public transportation

Placing the pedestrian atop the transportation hierarchy

o Enhance and employ alternative modes of transportation

Integration of multi-modal transportation providing opportunities for microclimte
protection at connection nodes, specifically shops, public places and other
high-use functions

o Urban design concepts should indicate major pedestrian linl<s between origins
and destinations suggesting where climatically sheltered zones might be

realized

Exploration of alternative modes of transportation

o Improvements in public transit and pedestrian paths, use of sleighs, biking,
skiing and skating opportunities

o PRECEDENT: Kiruna, Sweden where traditional kicksleds are used in
dedicated lanes throughout the city centre

Integration of recreation and leisure with movement systems throughout the
winter city

c Utilizing parl<s, open space systems and waterfronts, wildlife areas, ski trail
networl<s, winter oriented outdoor amenities, carnivals andfestivals and
winter outdoor gardens within a larger system to ødd to its value

o PRECEDENT: Lulea's kilometers of lit paths throughout the city used for
jogging, cross counfry skiing and skating

Improvements to road, sidewalk and trail planning, construction and maintenance

. Through innovative design and street layout to encourage transit and

facilitate walking and bicycle use '
o Redesigning road patterns to provide direct access to public transportation
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and maximum solar gain
o Implementation of shared roadways between pedestrians and cars
o Vertical curb guards to protect pedestrians against slush
o Reserved bus lanes
o Improved de-icing materials

Provision of outdoor social space and warm-up spots

. Appropriate bus shelters and streetfurniture (slopedfloors, electronic
information systems, graphic and public art)

o PRECEDENT: Lulea's social heat spots (log fires)

Use of existing corridors and destinations

Improved visual environment to help foster a winter culture and make the
outdoors more appealing

o Use of ice as art and use of bold colours, lighting, urbanfurniture and civic
embellishments

SOCIAL PRINCIPLES

Creation of a winter culture through the altering of perceptions

o Through a shift in attitudes and lifestyles, the generation of local and regional
pride

o Development of educational strategies
o Projecting positive images of winter

o PRECEDENT: City of Liehts campaign in Anchorage.

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES

Need to support a less economics-oriented model in order to improve the overall
quality of the urban environment.

Address funding concerns specific to the climate and environment

o Financial strategies may be necessary to address transit assistance programs
to maintain high ridership levels and discourage automobile use. North
American standards of transit vs. automobile use will ølso need to be
addressed.
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Improvement of economy through attractive and functional public activities and
spaces

POLICY.BASED PRINCIPLES

Winter management and development can be enhanced through legislation and
policy design

. Land use policies to place emphasis on compact urbanform and the reduction
of sprawl

o Policies to place emphasis on mixed-use development
o Variation to street width and reduction or elimination of segregated use

zoning
. Appropriate layout and orientation of buildings with proper provisionfor

snow deposit areas
o Re-evaluation of existing bylaw frameworl<s which will protect pedestrian

networks and to devise management policies for existing urban systems
. Seasonal requirements to adjust transit routes and schedules
o Reorganization of development policies to reduce emphasis on the automobile

and promoting walking and transit
o Funding, participatory measures, legislative means and marketing are also

needed to evolve with the intent of mahing serious cltanges to our behaviours
and with respect to how we move around

o PRECEDENT: Skarstien, Norway authorities promote climatic land-use
planning through the provision of subsidies from government financial
institutions to support the additional expense of adøpting residential design
and construction to their winter climate
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ai A traffic free village in Switzerland.

b) A snow canopy in Salzburg, Austria.

a) Winterlude in Quebec.

b) Odori Park, Sapporo, Japan

Snow Festival.

lmages trom Nofthern Citvscape: Linking Desig¡t to Climate by Norman Pressman
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A major street in

Lulea, Sweden

with outdoor fires.

Japan Snow

Festival; Sapporo,

Japan.

a) Painting depicting winter by

Gagnon, 1924.

a) A public transit stop in the Basel Region offers built-in heaters.

lmages Írom Northem Citvscape: Linkinq Design to Climate by Norman Pressman

Figure 2-3: Winter City Precedents, continued.
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Chapter 3: Research Findings, Analysis and Implementation Strategy

3.1 Introduction

This third chapter presents the site survey and analysis, the results of the first focus group

and initial concept design (design 1), and of the second focus group and the developed design

(design 2).

3"2 Research Results and Analysis

The following section describes the research results and analysis for the site survey and

the first focus group discussions. Accompanying the text are several posters which were used as

visual communication throughout the focus group sessions as material to support discussions. In

addition to the Winter City Framework and Site Application Opportunities identified at the end

of the literature review, these results and analysis guided the initial concept design (design 1).

3.2.1 Site Survey and Analysis

For ease of understanding, this section has been divided into several sub-sections,

entitled Site ldentification, Climatic Data, Community Demographics, University of

Winnipeg, University of Winnipeg's Spence Redevelopment and University of

Winnipeg's Community Consultations.

Site ldentification

The study site is the Spence Street corridor between Ellice Avenue and Portage

Avenue at the University of Winnipeg as identified in Figure 3-1. It is located within
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Spence neighbourhood and adjacent to the Colony and Central Park neighbourhoods in

Winnipeg's downtown. The University of Winnipeg's buildings make up the majority of

the built structure, including the Duckworth Centre, MacNamara}Jall, Manitoba Hall,

Lockhart Hall, Riddell Hall, Centennial Hall and Wesley Hall. The Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) owns the southwest corner of the site, housing their

Manitoba broadcast headquarters for V/innipeg on site. There are two structures on site,

a lone house on Spence directly South of MacNamara Hall and a small apartment

Southwest of MacNamara Hall on Young Street that are residential in use. The

surrounding neighbourhoods are a mix of residential, commercial and light industrial

uses. The Institute for Biodiagnostics, the NRC/CNRC and the William and Catherine

Booth College are located to the northeast and the Winnipeg Adult Education Centre,

Portage Place Shopping Centre, the Winnipeg Bus Depot and two large office buildings

are located east of the site. The site is also located close to The Bay, the Winnipeg Art

Gallery, United Army Surplus and the Manitoba Law Courts. The Institute of Urban

Studies, affiliated with the University of V/innipeg is directly south of the site on Portage

Avenue. Northwest of the site is primarily zoned residential save for the retail

commercial development along Portage and Ellice Avenues.

Climatic Data

Winnipeg is the "Sunshine Capital of Canada" with over 2300 hours of sunshine

annually. Sunlight orientation is appropriate for the study site given that daily average

temperatures in Winnipeg are well below freezingbetween November and March each

year. Table 3-l lists Winnipeg's average hours of sunshine per day throughout the winter
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months. Winnipeg's minimum temperature is below freezing for over 170 days per year.

Daily average temperatures for the City of Winnipeg from November through March are

listed in Table 3-2.

Table 3-1: Daily Average Hours of Sunshine, City of Winnipeg (Source: Environment Canada)

Table 3-2: Daily Average Temperature, City of Winnipeg (Source: Environment Canada)

Month Temperature in Celsius

November -5.3

December -t4.4
January -17.79

February -13.6
March -6.1

Snow reduces the ability to move throughout the site comfortably and safely. Average

snowfall and snow depth for Winnipeg are listed below from November through March.

Table 3-3: Daily Average Snowfall, City of Winnipeg (Source: Environment Canada2004)

Month Hours of Sunshine

November 9s.6
December 100.3

January t20.t
Februarv i 37.8

March 178.4

Month Snowfall in Centimetres

November 21..4 cm
December 19.8 cm

January 23.09 cm
February 14.2 cm

March 15.8 cm
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Table 34: Average Snow Depth, City of Winnipeg (Source: EnvironmentCanada2004)

Month Snow Depth in Centimetres

November 5cm
December 10 cm

January 17.59 cm
February 20 cm
March 13 cm

Wind chill is a major climatic factor in Winnipeg and, consequently, protection from the

wind will be a major challenge on site. Average wind speeds for the City of 'Winnipeg

from November through March are listed in Table 3-5. A wind chill chart is provided for

reference below, in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-3 illustrates the direction and percent frequency

of winds. As illustrated, the wind is strong throughout the winter season and frequently

gusts from the South and between the'West and North East directions. The wind gusts

least frequently from the East.

Table 3-5: Average Wind Speed, City of Winnipeg (Source: EnvironmentCanada2004)

Month Wind Speed in Kilometres per hour

November 1,7.1tun/hr
December 17.1 lar/hr

Januarv i7.08lín/hr
February 16J Wn/hr

March 17.7 Wn thr
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C ommunity D em o gr ap hi c s

The study site is located within the Downtown East Census Tract (City of

Winnipeg / Statistics Canada 2001). The demography of the area consists of 28,840

people, 7.56 square kilometres and has a3,812.8 population density per square

kilometres, according to the 2001 census data. When compared with the City of

Winnipeg average, there are several items to highlight: twenty-two percent of the

neighbourhood claims either North American Indian or Metis identity; and the top five

languages other than English spoken in the neighbourhood include Tagalog (Filipino),

Chinese, Cree, German and Spanish. The household makeup differs from the City

average in that sixty percent of the households are single households, a single female

parent leads over twenty-eight percent of the families and the aveÍage family income is

536,132. Another interesting statistic highlighted when compared to City of Winnipeg

averages is mode of transportation. Table 3-6 below illustrates the high number of

people living within the Downtown East Census Tract that use public transit, walk or

cycle to their destinations when compared with the City average. Consequently, it

illustrates the relatively low number of people who use the private automobile to get to

their destination when compared with the City average.

Table 3-6: Mode of Transportation, Downtown East Census Tract, City of Winnipeg (Source: City of
Winnipeg / Statistics Canada2}}l)

Mode of Transportation City of Winnipeg Average Downtown East Census
I ract

Car as driver 68.5% 31.8%
Public Transit /1 aO/q.L /î 26.8o/r

Walk 6.4% 30.2%
Cvcle t5% 2.8%
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UniversiQ of Winnipeg

The University of V/innipeg, as of September 2004, had over 9000 students a:rd

900 faculty and staff. There are also about 500 Collegiate students that visit the site each

day. The majority of these students do not live in the neighbourhood but the University

of V/innipeg is a daily destination. Thus, an interesting challenge was to address the

integration and linking of the site into its context both physically and socially, and

address how / what the site could offer in terms of opportunities for people other than

students and employees in the neighbourhood.

An analysis of existing open space and coniferous and deciduous trees in Figure

3-5 illustrates available opportunities for development, and highlights opportunities for

protective landscaping. An analysis of circulation, Figure 3-6, identifies existing parking

areas and automobile routes, existing building entrances and pedestrian routes, and

existing public transit stops and routes. Transit is easily accessible at the site. The site is

used heavily by pedestrian traffic, specifically in front of V/esley Hall and across Spence

between the University buildings. There is also an above grade walkway between the

University's main building and Duckworth Centre; the walkway is well utilized,

specifically during the winter months. The site analysis indicated plenty of on-street and

lot parking; however, the research also indicated most people using the site would

consider there is not enough parking. My assessment is that this reflects a North

American sensibility that more parking is imperative and improves the accessibility of a

particular area. In contrast, this research focuses on the development of public,

altemative and active transit at the site, as opposed to increasing the number of parking

spots. An analysis of existing site materiality, illushated in Figures 3-7 and 3-8, includes
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building and street materials and identifies several opportunities for improvement to

livability throughout the winter months. Building materials are typically brick and metal

and do not convey a waÍn and hospitable environment. Street materials along Portage

Avenue, in front of Wesley Hall and along Spence Street have been detailed but are

disconnected. They do not complement each other nor do the materials provide

wayfinding clues. Street and building materials have the ability to enhance the winter

livability of the street and these details could definitely be improved. The site, building

and street materials have been further identified and analyzed on the next several pages.

(Jniv er s ity of Winnip e g' s Sp enc e Re dev el opment

The University of Winnipeg proposes to redevelop the Spence Street site,

according to its vision as a recreational and educational precinct. The vision is for the

site to be acatalyst within downtown Winnipeg by refocusing on urban initiatives and

how the university can be integrated within the context of such initiatives. The vision is

to maintain Spence as a street but to broaden the space, alter the axis and access, and

restrict vehicular haffic to transit and service vehicles. The redevelopment will also

provide the opportunity to move existing retail services onto the street, allowing more

room for expanded classroom and lecture space for the University, and provide useful

services for the community. The University of V/innipeg is committed to redeveloping

the space in consultation with the community in order to meet its needs as well, and to

encourage interaction. The Institute of Urban Studies states:

The desire of the University of V/innipeg to restrict traffrc and convert Spence
Street into a pedestrian friendly area has long been part of the strategic plan.
Recent efforts have certainly been accelerated by the rapid rise in the student
population, which is approaching 9000. With increasing enrolment, the
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Figure 3-5: Site Analysis, Vegetation and Open Space
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Figure 3-6: Site Analysis, Circulation



ite Materials

Figure 3-7: Site Analysis, Site Materials
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treet Materials

Building Materials

Figure 3-8: Site Analysis, Sfeet and Building Materials
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redevelopment of the street will allow for additional classroom space, promote
safety, and act as a catalyst for the renewal of Downtown West. (Institute of
Urban Studies 2005:1)

There are several key factors noted by the University of Winnipeg as giving the '

Spence Redevelopment project impetus: a shortage of space and the need for appropriate

facilities, security and safety concerns, and the desire to work with the community

towards revitalization.

The University's redevelopment concept includes a pedestrian mall with a

transportation hub, streetscaping and greenspaces, retail services - including a bookstore,

library satellite, post office, restaurants and coffee shops, student services including more

parking, a health clinic and a larger daycare, classrooms and administrative offices - and

student residences. The concept is to be realized through community partnerships and

consultations. Another goal of the redevelopment is for the design to be technically

innovative and to integrate cold weather technologies. Jino Distasio (2004) unveiled a

preliminary concept plan for Spence in a presentation entitled University of Winnipeg

Spence Street Redevelopment. The plan identified potential areas of development,

streetscaping, street orientation and circulation changes.

Univ er s ity of Winnip e g' s C ommunity C ons ultations

The University of Winnipeg and the Institute of Urban Studies (ruS) conducted

several community consultations in December of 2004 to discuss the Spence Street

Redevelopment Project. The Spence Redevelopment Project Community Consultation

Discussion Paper reports that the consultation process was "overwhelmingly positive
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with just over 80o% being supportive of the University of Winnipeg's concept plan." (IUS

2005: Executive Summaryr) Led by Jennifer Rattray from the University of Winnipeg,

David Northcott and Jino Distasio of the lnstitute for Urban Studies, over 225 members

of the community were suryeyed regarding their thoughts and concems with respect to

the Spence Street redevelopment concept in two research phases. One hundred and forty-

six door-to-door surveys were conducted in Spence, West Broadway and Central Park

neighbourhoods and interviewers also spent time in key neighbourhood hotspots (IUS

2005: Executive Summary). The second phase of research consisted of four community

consultations, one each at Crossways-in-Common, St. Matthew's Maryland Christian

Centre, Magnus Eliason Recreation Centre and Knox United Church Over 75 residents

participated in the community forums. There were no questions specifically posed

regarding cold weather technology, or its integration on the site, even though cold

weather technology is one of the goals of redevelopment. One participant did note that a

cold winter is one issue raised with the plan, indicating there was not much one could do

to improve winter livability and that itmay be diffrcult to promote winter uses at the

study site. The comments indicate the existence of winter-related apprehensions and that

they are of specific concern to this individual, and potentially many others. Furthermore,

thecomments illustrate that the promotion of a winter culture, and addressing assumptions

regarding winter, is an important part of improving winter livability.

Moving ahead on the project, the University of Winnipeg approached the

landscape architecture and urban design firm Scatliff Miller Murray, to initiate research

into cold weather technology and its opportunities on site. The firm developed a digital

presentation citing precedents, opportunities and preliminary concept ideas for the
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redevelopment. This presentation included several sketches outlining urban winter

greenspaces linked throughout the site, complete with geothermal technology, heaters and

canopies as placemakers and the formation of pocket spaces with screens and plantings.

Also included were plans for an wban streetscape and student village where a parking lot

currently exists. The concept for this student village included solar lamps, banners,

signage and flags to highlight University activities, geothermal technology and green roof

technology. Each suggestion was presented as a way to specifically abate winter

concerns and improve livability.

As of July 2005, the street configuration and form was determined. The street

will be one-way from Ellice Avenue to Portage Avenue and be closed to all but bus, bike

and pedestrian transit. The sidewalk will be widened on the east side of Spence Street

and bus stops will be concentrated in front of Duckworth Centre on the west side of

Spence Street. As of August 2005, Spence Street was officially closed to automobile

traffic. The closure of Spence Street to automobile traffic is the first step of

redevelopment and an open invite ceremony commemorated this event.

Each process within the site analysis has helped to more completely understand

the site and the stage of its current redevelopment. The analysis enabled a more thorough

and realistic investigation of the specific issues facing the site throughout the winter

season and guided winter-appropriate resolutions. With the literature review and site

analysis complete, the focus group research to guide a concept design (design 1) was the

next step.
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3.2.2 First Focus Group Results and Analysis

The first focus group was conducted on July 5, 2005 from 3:00 to 4:30 atthe

Institute of Urban Studies on Portage Avenue, directly across from the Spence Street site

at the University of Winnipeg. Six, out of an expected seven, participants attended the

first focus group. Of this group, there were representatives from the local community,

the University of Winnipeg Foundation, the University of Winnipeg Planning and

Operations Department, the University of V/innipeg Students Association, the Spence

Steering Committee, the City of V/innipeg Urban Design Department and Winnipeg

Transit. Each focus group participant was identified for their participation, involvement

or employment in these organizations.

Participants were originally contacted via email with a short, written brief (see

Appendix A) of my research and the purpose of the focus group. The email explained

why I had contacted each person and how I expected their input to be of benefit. After

contacting eleven possible participants, I received positive responses from seven people

and a negative, or no response from four people. From the group of positive responses, I

was able to determine an appropriate time and place for the focus group.

I began the focus group by welcoming and thanking the participants for their help.

I introduced myself and the purpose of the research, stating I was interested in

researching opporfunities for the implementation of cold weather technology and design

applications that may improve the winter livability of Spence Street between Ellice

Avenue and Portage Avenue. Many participants had questions regarding their role in the

process and I was asked to clarify how my research related to the 'real' project. I

explained that I had asked each participant as a representative of a certain group or
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concern regarding the project. Each participant was encouraged to raise issues of concern

from their knowledge or their particular expertise. I also explained that my process was

separate from and independent of the University of Winnipeg's Spence Redevelopment

project. There was continued confusion regarding the pulpose of the focus group, which

surprised me because of the care I had taken in explaining the purpose of the research and

the role that I expected each participant to play in my original briefing email and at the

outset of the focus group. I determined that many people had not read the email

thoroughly, and therefore were confused about the relationship of my project to the 'real'

project and their role in my research. Once these issues were cIear, the focus group

began.

The focus group was guided by a series of open-ended questions to encourage

discussion of site issues, winter city principles and the possibilities of those principles for

the site (see Appendix B). I introduced the winter city principles determined from the

literature review. Next, I began to introduce the site and the status of the 'real'

redevelopment concept, atthat time just a proposal. The representative from the

University of Winnipeg's Planning and Operations Department had several recent

developments and comments to add which brought the group up to date with the

University's plans. Images and maps were posted on the wall and referenced during this

part of the focus group. Discussion naturally continued from these informal

presentations.

The first issue to be raised regarding the site and winter was accessibility. One

participant noted, "we have a lot of seniors and it is important to celebrate that we are a

winter city, but then how do we make that accessible for our gtowing senior client base
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as well as those who are physically challenged?" Others agreed that the issue of

accessibility is very important and very difficult to address. Curb cuts, proper lighting,

heated street technology are all issues of accessibility and these are hard to address when

the street configuration is not being altered. One participant noted that this would be a

good issue to address, as the camber in the street is a big challenge from a maintenance

standpoint. I would have the ability, he noted, to explore this issue further, and more

creatively and thoroughly than might otherwise be the case.

The representative from Winnipeg Transit noted that the University of V/innipeg

is very important to Transit due to its high population and transit use. In terms of winter

city issues specificall¡ the participant noted that transit passengers are pedestrians before

they are passengers so their ability to access shelter from the elements, and clear and

accessible sidewalks, is critical. The clearing and maintenance of roads is also critical, in

addition to providing up to date transit information; for example, posting real time

schedules and altering schedules as seasons fluctuate. The participant saw these

opportunities being realized at this site within the next five to seven years. The

participant noted finally that there is currently only one bus shelter on Spence Sheet and

there is an opportunity for more innovation in terms of shelter design. This participant

also noted that new bus shelters had been developed for Portage Avenue, in front of the

MTS Centre and they may set a precedent for this site. These shelters have a lighting

system that brightens beyond daylight so the users can see and be seen on dark winter

nights, a new radiant heat system decreases moisture and increases comfort, and pay

phones have been installed for safety reasons. Another participant agreed there is the

opportunity for innovation in transit shelter design; increasing safet¡ lighting, heating
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opportunities and creative components are important aspects of bus shelter design,

particularly in winter.

Participants noted that there are so many winter issues, it is hard to narrow them

down to certain things that could be applied to the Spence Street site. Some key issues

identified throughout the focus group included pedestrian comfort, safety and

accessibility. One participant noted that there is very.little, in some ways, that the urban

designer can do to improve the livability of the site during winter. Often, the participant

noted that, maintenance and public works departments are more involved with the

pedestrian realm and their primary concerns include snow storage and maintenance. The

experience of the pedestrian is rarely a consideration. Alternatively, the participant

noted, perhaps this is an opportunity to work more closely with maintenance and public

works departments to improve winter livability of the pedestrian realm on Spence Street.

Another issue identified is that street layout is designed primarily around the

automobile. Part of a solution suggested by one participant in terms of policy-based

opportunities is to require city departments to discuss the pedestrian and the public realm

when making decisions, and ultimately favour the pedestrian over the automobile. The

same participant noted that currently there are only a few policies in place in the City of

'Winnipeg related to winter city design. One is the requirement of a wind impact study

for new buildings. There is opportunity for these policies to be more comprehensive with

respect to the winter season.

The participant from the University of Winnipeg Students Association noted the

majority of students will use the skywalk over Spence Street during the winter to move

throughout the University. The main issues affecting students with the redevelopment of
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Spence Street is safety and accessibility. The participant noted that accessibility causes

major issues, particularly in the winter. As an example, the participant noted a specific

instance during the winter of 2004 when a parking lot on campus was used for snow

storage, severely hindering students' accessibility to parking and the University,

particularly those with physical disabilities. The student representative also noted that

the closure of Spence Street to automobiles was a concem due to the lack of parking

available in and around the University. This is an issue in the winter when students have

to park in surrounding areas and walk long distances to and from their cars and the

University. In conclusion, the student representative stated, "students do not like to go

outside in the winter." The participant expressed his support for the research, but stated it

would only work if the students were enticed to go outside by encouraging a winter

culture and making the joumey to classes outside not only necessary, but enjoyable.

Other participants agreed that trying to get people to use the open spaces provided at the

University during the winter is difnicult. Outdoor sports programming and intramurals

were suggested as a way to increase use of these spaces. Úr particular, it was noted that

the Quad, in front of V/esley Hall gets little use after large snowfalls. It was mentioned

that this may be an opportunity for snoìilman or snow angel contests or winter golf

tournaments with brightly coloured balls. Many participants liked these ideas. Of

course, this means ensuring these spaces, including the street level services that are

proposed are accessible, safe and comfortable.

One participant noted the redevelopment proposal offers services to the greater

community that are currently lacking. This could cause problems, the participant noted,

when those services attract uninvited persons. For example, a heated bus shelter is an
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ideal location for drug deals and would attract those seeking warrn shelter. The

participant also noted that public toilets are lacking in the surrounding area and that

people will be attracted to warm places like a heated bus shelter. The participant noted

either moving the bus shelter further south on Spence (away from Ellice Avenue) or

providing public toilets somewhere else would help to alleviate some of these problems.

In conclusion, this participant noted that it is imperative to make the site more

comfortable for the people you want but also uncomfortable for the people you do not

want. It is a difficult task, he suggested, to successfully accommodate everyone.

One participant noted, in acknowledging "we are a winter cíty," one has to

incorporate all of the issues that are year-round issues but one must address winter as the

overarching issue. This participant observed that designs are often illustrated in summer

schemes with lush greenspaces and plazas, but what we forget is V/innipeg does not have

greenspace for the majority of the year, and plaza spaces are only used for a few months.

The issues of comfort, safety and accessibility were raised by the participant as being the

main issues to address to meet the challenges of a winter-füendly pedestrian situation.

The participant encouraged me to approach the project in terms of best case scenarios: If

snow needs to be removed, what is the best case scenario? If there is ice build-up that

affects safety, what is the most environmentally friendly way to remove it? Is there a

winter city checklist that identifies what 'safety', 'accessibility', and 'pedestrian friendly'

mean for the winter environment? In conclusion, the participant noted that within all of

this, the creative possibilities that winter provides should also be integrated. For

example, the participant noted the absurdity of proposing water fountains for urban

design schemes for Winnipeg, but remarked that there are many, more creative
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opportunities such as fiber optic light fountains to brighten the winter season. It is all

about being creative and, after all, she noted, the site is at the University, an institution

for learning and in principle open to experimentation.

All focus group participants agreed the main challenge is not coming up with

great ideas but realizing those ideas. Ideas continued to flow as the focus group winded

down including; toboggan slides, cultivating relationships with communitypolice to

increase safet¡ the integration of bus shelters into Duckworth Centre to increase safety

and comfort, snow sculptures, curling, ice skating and collaboration opportunities with

the City of Winnipeg's Park and Recreation Department to name a few. Participants

were encouraging and remarked that a livable site in the winter would be of social and

economic benefit to the City. Moving key services outside is essential to making the

street work, and the uses along the edge of the street and pedestrian circulation are critical

to its survival. There has to be a reason to go there, noted participants.

The guiding questions I had prepared for the focus group were covered by the

discussion, for the most part. The largest challenge was that the discussion developed

into general site issues and possibilities, not necessarily those issues specifically related

to improvement of the site in winter. I was able to maintain the discussion and get it back

on course with probing questions or by re-directing the conversation with a specific

question. There were a few participants that were quite vocal, often raising issues that

were off course in terms of the goals of the focus group. I was able to keep the

discussion on topic through the use of probing questions, inquiring as to the specific

aspects of a general issue in the winter context.
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The focus group provided useful research, specifically from the participants

representing the surrounding community and the University of Winnipeg's Student

Association, which helped to clarify real issues and concerns for the everyday users of

the site. From the results of the focus group and previous research, I was able to develop

a checklist of winter city principles that could be applied specifically to the Spence Street

site. The checklist provides a look at the opportunities for improving winter livability on

the Spence Sheet site. It is organized similarly to the literature review into physical,

social, economic and policy-based opportunities, but includes specific site programming

requirements guided by the site analysis and the results of the first focus group. The

checklist also indicates those winter-appropriate opportunities that pre-exist on site, those

currently proposed in the University's redevelopment plan, and those addressed in my

concept plan. The suggested concept plan adds many site programming features to

consider for integration on site.
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Table 3-7: Winter City Principles and Site Programming
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PHYSCIAL PRINCIPLES
Exterior microcl imatic orotection

./ Microclimatic sfudres

{ Sunliqht or¡entat¡on
./ Protective landscapinq (i.e.: coniferous frees and bushes on northwesf srdes)

./ Protection from the wind

Provision of orotective urban devises

./
At grade protection (i.e.: screens, colonnades, gallerias, arcades, canopies,
clustered buildinq)

^/
Above orade protection

./
^/

Multi-use buildinos
./ Retractable roofs (i.e.: canopies)

./ Sidewalk heatinq
./ Pedestrían zones
./ Vehicular free zones

Concentrated and mixed-use development
./ Development alonq transit corridors and existing centres

lnfill and multiple use facilities

./
lmprovement of balance between residence and iob location (student
reslUences)

Reduce the use of the automobile and enhance public transit

^/
Place emphasrs on transit (i.e.: reliable and more frequent scheduling)

./ Properlv desiqned she/fers (i.e.: heated, safe and comfoñable)

^/
./ Adeouate bike and oedestrian oaths

./ Restrict vehicular traffíc on Spence

Placinq the pedestrian atop the transportation hierarchv
./ Enhance and emolov alternatíve modes of transportation

./ Convert Spence into a pedestrian friendlv area

Exoloration of alternative modes of transportation

^/

Broaden the possibilities of active transporiation (i.e.: bike racks, s/eþhs,
skatinq, bikinq. cross countrv skiinq, kicksleds)
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lnteqration of recreation and leisure with movement svstems
,l Utilization of existing parks, open space and corridors

Aporooriate road and sidewalk planninq and maintenance
{ Promote innovative design and street lavout
./ Redesigninq road patterns to provide direct access to transit

,V Vertical curb ouards to protect pedestrians against slush
./ Reserued bus lanes
./ Imoroved de-icino materials and snow removalsfrafeoies

{ Orientation of sfreefs for maximum solar gain

Provision of outdoor social sþace and warm-up spots
./ Outdoor superuised log fires
,/ Street furniture

{ Standino heaters

./ Use of existinq corridors and destinations

lmproved visual environment
./ /ce as art (i.e.: snow and ice sculptures)
./ Use of bold colours
./ Improved liqhtinq (i.e.: solar powered lamps)
./ Urban furniture

I
Civic embellíshment (i.e.: banners, signage, flags highlighting U of W
activities: fiber optic fountains, murals)

SOCIAL PRINCIPLES
Creation of a winter culture

./ Shiftinq attitudes and lifestvles (i.e.: annualfestivals and events)

./ Development of local and regional pride

./ D evelo p me nt of e d u c ati o n a I strateq ies

^/

Projecting positive images of winter (i.e.: outdoorsporfs programming like
curling, skating, winter golf, intramurals, confesfs,' creative use of snou¡ like for
snowman and snowangel confesfs; winter gardens)

./ Celebrate winter

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
./ Suooort models that improve the qualitv of the urban environment

Address fundinq concerns specific to the winter season
./ Transit assisfance Droqrams to maintain ridership throuqhout the winter

^/
FinancialassLsfance for social programs that enhance and improve winter

,/ Financialassr.súance for phvsical improvements to the winter environment

./ Economic boosts by providing attractive and functional public spaces
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Abate expenses through tri-level government agreements and private
fundinq

P O LI CY. BASED PRflV C I P LE S
Enhance winter development and management through policy
Jexamples include...l
Policies to place emphasis on compact urban form and reduce sprawl

./ Policies to place emphasis on míxed-use development

./ Aoorooriate lavout and orientation of buildinos and public spaces

./ Policíes to place prioritv on the pedestrian environment

./ Seasona/ requirements to adiust transit routes and schedules
./ Development policies to reduce emphasis on the automobile
V Policies for efficient and effective snow removal
./ Policies for citv depañments to work in tandem
{ Policies to provide disincentive for automobile use
,l Policies to nrovide incentive for use of public transportation

^/
Address economic decline throuqh winter subsidies and tourism promotion

U of W SrfE PROGRAMMING
Accessibilitv

^/
Main access bick up and drop off) on Ellice

./ Secondarv access bick up and drop offl on Balmoral

^/
Srdewa/ks and roads clear of snow and ice

^/
Seasona/ transit schedu/es

./ I n n ovative tra n sit she/fers

./ Lishtinq

./ Proper snow storaqe

./ Maintenance

./ H e ate d street tec h n ol oav

Safetv

^/
lnformation kiosk. communication hub

^/
Liqhtins

,V Securitv Patrol
./ Communitv links and natrol Droqrammina

Student and Communitv Services
./ Tonv's Restaurant basement of Weslev with exterior access)

^/
Ad m i n istrati on services

^/
Bookstore / Librarv satellite

{ Post Office

^/
Health Clinic

./ Davcare
{ Student resldences
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3.3 Initial Design Concept (design 1)

With the information compiled from the literature review, site analysis, the first

focus group and the consequent creation of the checklist, the initial concept design

(design 1) was formed. The initial concept is reviewed in detail on the following pages.
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Figure 3-9: lnitial Design Concept, Context
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Figure 3-10: Initial Design Concept, Master Plan
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Figure 3-11: Initial Design Concept, Shelter 1
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Figure 3-12: Initial Design Concept, Shelter 2
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Figure 3-13: Initial Design Concept, Shelter 3
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Figure 3-14: Initial Design Concept, Shelter 4
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Figure 3-15: Initial Design Concept, Detail
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3.3.1 Second Focus Group Results and Analysis

The second focus group occurred on November 1,2005 from 3:00-4:00 pm at the

Institute of Urban Studies Board Room. Only one out of a confirmed four participants

was in attendance. Two cancelled just prior to the focus group and one neglected to

confirm their attendance and was not present.

The second focus group was originally scheduled for October 13,2005; however,

due to scheduling difficulties and conflicts with several of the possible participants, it was

cancelled and rescheduled for November I,2005. Four out of the original six

participants confirmed their availability for the November 1't date. As explained, only

one participant attended; however, the focus group was conducted in order to receive

necessary feedback and continue with the research. The scheduling of the second focus

group and the subsequent lack of participants within the second focus group proved to be

one of the greatest challenges throughout the course of this research.

Although only one participant was in attendance, the discussion and feedback was

very insightful, thoughtful and valuable to the development of the research. A verbal and

visual presentation rwas reviewed with the participant, which summarized the research

thus far including a synopsis of the first focus Soup, the resultant'Winter City Principles

and Site Programming Checklist and the Initial Design Concept (design 1). The

participant had requested information on the initial design concept prior to the focus

group so the comments made would be well-informed and thoughtful. In retrospect, this

worked very well and should have been integrated throughout the process for participants

in the first and second focus group sessions. The participant was quite clear on the

objectives of the focus group and the details of the concept so little time needed to be
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spent on reviewing the research and the majority of the time was spent of critiquing and

suggesting opportunities for the design. For ease of understanding, the following reviews

the second focus group discussion and delineates the issues discussed and the suggestions

offered for development of the initial concept design (design 1).

Following the focus group, I was able to informally interview the student

representative from the first focus group to gain an alternate perspective. I was

approached after the focus group by the student representative, as he apologized for

missing the discussion without notice. We briefly discussed the initial concept design

and reviewed the comments that arose during the focus group discussion. The student

representative was able to provide some brief, informative comments on the initial design

concept which have been integrated with the comments from the focus group discussion

below.

The focus group participant suggested heated streets and heated benches may

cause operational and accessibility issues due to ice build-up throughout freeze-thaw

cycles. The participant noted this may be of particular concern at entrances where

slippery surfaces may result. In addition to this concern, it was noted that this idea may

be difficult to integrate in large spaces. The participant suggested that it may be most

appropriate to integrate radiant concrete heating in strategic, high-use pedestrian areas.

This way the radiant heat treated areas are integrated at a minimum cost and a maximum

effect. Throughout the discussion, it was also suggested that this is an initiative that

would work well being integrated over time; when entrances or other high use exterior

pedestrian areas are being modernized.
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The participant appreciated there are a variety of suggestions that can be

integrated immediately and some that could be integrated over time; noting there is

immediate opporfunity in the suggested urban park programming. The participant

elaborated, stating the suggestion of urban park programming is relatively easy to

integrate and provides immediate connection to the community (i.e.: ice sculpting

contests, ice skating, ice sculpting displays long Portage Avenue between Balmoral Street

and Young Street). The programming is also relatively cost and time effective and can

assist in improving livability of the winter environment on site.

The participant noted that wind protection is imperative. Wind exacerbates the

cold temperature and makes it much more difficult to endure. In terms of wind protection

on site, the participant noted that while it is important to protect from Northwest winds, it

is also important to protect open space from a variety of other directions. The wind

primarily blows from the northwest; however, south and west winds are also coÍtmon

and of concern throughout the winter. V/ind protection from these directions should be

addressed, particularly along the open space facing Portage Avenue on the east side of

Spence Street. Shelter devices could include vegetation and snow berms studded with

evergreens. Snow berms would protect from wind in the winter but not hinder movement

throughout the space in the spring, srünmer and fall. The snow berms are also an

appropriate way to shelter the site from the wind yet maintain visual access for safety

reasons. V/innipeg, the participant noted, rarely receives cold winter winds from the east,

so shelter openings would be most appropriate in this direction.

In terms of transportation, the participant agreed it is very important to connect

the study site with the surrounding neighbourhoods. Any suggestion to make bus travel,
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as opposed to automobile use, more attractive in the winter should be integrated,

including signals to indicate when the bus is coming or the ability to request stops or

pick-ups anylvhere along the corridor. The participant agrees with the suggestion of a

winter-specific bus schedule, to increase frequency of service throughout winter. In

addition, a general increase in the concern of passengers' comfort and well-being during

the winter is needed (i.e.: no metal benches). It was suggested that integrating telephones

into each transit stop, with no charge emergency and Tele-Bus dialing features, could

help to increase safety.

To ensure safety at night, the participant suggested opening up the street to

vehicular traffic to maintain activity levels. Integrating residential functions above

typical street functions will help in'keeping eyes on the streets' and enhance safety.

Integrating more windows at street level and above existing buildings on Spence will

assist with enhancing and maintaining safety at night.

The participant stated that pedestrian connections with the surrounding context

could be better addressed. This may include increasing penetrable areas within buildings,

between buildings and across streets through the use of pedestrian crosswalks. These

recommendations dealt with improving walkability and are particularly important

through the east/west axis of the street and along the north edge of the block. The

participant suggested looking closer at the perimeter of the block and investigating ways

in which to link Colony, Portage, Ellice, Balmoral and Young. For example, a

suggestion was made during the discussion to widen the curbs at Ellice Avenue and

Balmoral Street to ensure a safe pedestrian crossing. These and similar suggestions

would help to enhance connectivity to other functions in the surrounding area.
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Walkability from the Bay, Sherbrook Street (where many students park their cars) and the

Legislature, for example, should be addressed. An operational suggestion from the

participant included ensuring the City clear sidewalks and pedestrian paths of snow

before the streets are cleared. This ensures these areas would be kept clean and

pedestrians would have priority. Snow could then be cleared from the street and stored in

the designated snow storage areas for use or removal at alater date.

In reaction to the social principles within the concept plan, the participant noted it

is important to focus on the fun and beauty in winter. This focus could include lighting

or providing details that increase a persons' awareness of seasonal change. This could be

integrated through bird feeding stations, for example; which increase life and activity on

the street. One is also able to note seasonal changes through bird variations. The

participant remarked that warm toned lighting is fundamental to the implementation of

the Winter Village idea. Installing warm toned lighting on trees is an additional way to

add light in a festive way. Inherent in these lighting strategies, there is the opportunity to

do something exciting with light such as public light installations and public art.

The participant noted that the creative aspects of the proposal are strong and

probably exhibit the most potential. Winter programming such as winter camivals, the

integration of Festival du Voyageur activities, snow sculpting and ice carving contests,

and outdoor intramural programming, are all plausible. These, the participant clarified,

are probably the most tangible short-term changes, are relatively easy to integrate, and

comparatively inexpensive and effective.

lntegration of colour is very important, the participant noted. The idea of

canopies of different colours and shapes along existing buildings and would be valuable,
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particularly at entrances where wind is being pushed down and between the buildings.

The City, in general, does not use enough colour in their buildings and street furniture

and infrastructure, to play up the beautiful light quality we experience throughout the

winter. The site currently has a variety of textures and colours and the opportunity to

enhance these should be addressed in greater detail.

While the feedback and discussions with both participants was informative, in

order to attempt to acquire additional comments on the research and initial design

concept, an email was sent to each person who participated in the first focus group yet

was not able to attend the second focus group. The email noted each recipient's

participation in the first focus group and the fact each was unable to participate in the

second focus group due to time constraints and conflicts. The email went on to explain to

each recipient that they were being offered an opportunity to comment on the initial

concept design that had resulted, in part from their input throughout the first focus group.

Attached to the email was a PDF file communicating the initial design concept and a

Word document reviewing the discussion and results of the second focus group and

subsequent informal discussions. Each participant was given ten days to review and offer

feedback via email on the initial design concept and the comments received throughout

the focus group discussion. Unfortunately, none of the four people the email was sent to

took the opportunity to contribute further to the final request for comments on the initial

design concept.

As stated above, the logistics of organizing two focus groups with planning

professionals, community representatives and University of Winnipeg representatives
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proved to be my largest challenge in the course of this research. Although the second

focus group discussion with one participant lasted for an hour and ahaIf, and that

informal discussion was very insightful and thoughtful, it is likely that more comments

and critique would have informed and improved the developed design. Each participant

was originally chosen based on their expertise and ability to bring a unique perspective to

the research. It would have been ideal to maintain these perspectives throughout the

second focus group research. The research and developed design would have benefited

further from comments from several different perspectives. For example, direct

comments from the perspective of a community representative could have addressed the

likelihood of community members to utilize the proposed services offered by the

proposed student village. The research would have also benefited from a realistic

operations perspective to indicate the inherent problems in the design. It would have

been beneficial to have comments from the participant who originally represented

Winnipeg Transit. Given this research has a focus in movement throughout the site and

its context, the perspective of this individual would particularly have been valuable.

Perhaps the participant may have critiqued the design in terms of transit use, bus shelter

placement and design and provided a realistic outlook in terms of the likelihood of the

strategies being integrated. Brief consideration was given to attempting to organize

another focus group to ensure better representation from each of the original participants.

The decision was made to continue on with the developed design in order to complete the

practicum in a relatively timely matter.
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Guided by the results of the second focus group and subsequent discussion, a

series of alterations and improvements were considered. Table 3-8, delineates the .

alterations and improvements considered as a direct result of the second focus goup.

Table 3-8: Second Focus Group Results

Address ice buildup issues with heated street and heated benches
Difficult to inteqrate in larqe spaces

More aopropriate in strateqic. hiah-use pedestrian areas

Good lonq term qoal

IrIteorate urban oark proqramminq: ice sculptinq contests, displays and skating

Good shott term goal and relatively easy to integrate

Address wind protection from north, west and south; snow berms, vegetation

,Address pa¡ticularlv in open space along Poftage Avenue

Further address public transit issues
Sionals to indicate bus arrival
Increase frequencv of se¡vice throughout the winter

Telephones at each stop with free emergencv and Telebus dialing

Address lack of activity on Spence at night to increase safety
Open street to vehicular traffic at night
lnteorate more residential functions above street functions

Inteoratino windows at street level and above in existinq and new buildings

tncreasinq pedestrian penetrable areas between, within buildings and across the street

I n cre ase pe d estri a n crosswa//<s

lncrease walkabilitv, pa¡'ticularlv east/west axis and along the noñh edge of the bloc?

Bumo out curbs at Ellice and Balmoralto ensure a safe pedestrian crossrng

t nvestíq ati nq block perimeter for con nection oppoñunities

Gitv to clear sidewalks before streets to ensure pedestrian priority

Focus on the fun and beauty of winter
Increase "warm" liqhtinq
Increase awareness of seasona/ change; bird feeding sfafions

Public liqht installations and public añ
Plav uo the inteqration of colour

More urban protective devices at entrances
Canopies at entrances to protect from downwind drafts
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3.4 Developed Design (design 2)

The developed design is reviewed in detail on the following five pages. It is

similar in format to the initial design concept (design 1); however, it differs in the factit

addresses and communicates the comments gathered from the second focus group

feedback discussion.
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Figure 3-16: Developed Design Concept, 1
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Figure 3-17: Developed Design Concept, 2
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Figure 3-i8: Developed Design Concept, 3
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Figure 3-19: Developed Design Concept, 4
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Figure 3-20: Developed Design Concept, 5
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4.1

Chapter 4: Conclusions, Recommendations and Summary

Introduction (how research questions have been answered)

This research began with three lines of inquiry: 1) What winter city principles can

be applied to the study site in order to enhance livability during the winter months? 2)

How can these winter city principles be applied to the study site in order to enhance

livability dwing the winter months? and 3) How can the study site be better integrated

and linked with its context in terms of winter movement and mobility? These three

questions have been my guide throughout this research and have been investigated

through a variety of research methods, consideration and thought. This chapter builds

upon the developed design (design 2), presenting a set of recommendations and

application and implementation strategies that offer a decisive answer to the questions

that were the impetus for this exploration.

Set of Recommendations

The following set of recommendations provides responses to the three original

research questions. In keeping with the format of the research, these recommendations

are presented in table format and organized into physical, social, economic and policy-

based recom.mendations.

4.2
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Table 4-1: Set of Recommendations
Objective: to respond to the original three research questions.

Phvsical Recommendations

lntegrate retractable roofs on existing
buildings to offer protection from the
elements.

I nteg rate stan d i ng he ate rs/o utd oo r
superuised loq fires in hioh use locations.

lntegrate civic embellishment such as
banners, slþns, f/ags, murals, etc. along
street and existina buildinos.

lncrease warm, pedestrian-scaled lighting
on the street and throuqhout the site.

lntegrate signa/s to indicate bus arrival at
hiqh-use locations.

Place priority on the pedestrian by
providing adequate pedestrian and bike
naths alonq Spence and throuohout site.

lntegrate public light installations and
public art in open spaces / courtvards.

I nteg rate p rote ctive I and scapi n g (i. e. :
coniferous frees, busf¡es and snow
bermd to protect olen saaces on sife

lncrease awareness of seasona/ change
bv intesratina bird feedino sfafions on site

Telephones at each bus sfop with free
emergencv and Telebus dialinq.

Open street to vehicular traffic at night to
increase safetv at non-peak hours.

lntegrate at grade protection (i.e.:
screens, colonades, canopies, clustered
buildinq) alono street and buildinos-

Utilize existing parks, open space and
corridors for urban park proqramminq.

Place emphasrb on transit (i.e.: increase
reliabilitv and frequencv of transä.

Broaden the possibilities of active
transportation on site (i.e.: skating, biking,
cross country skiinq, krbks/eds).

lncrease microclimatic sfudles to inform
placement of new structure on sffe.

[N
W\ì

ñä:r

lncrease availability of student resrdences
on sife.

Reserye bus /anes along Spence Sfreef.

Maintain and encourage the integration of
multi-use buildinqs.

lncrease connection oppoftunities around
the perimeter of the block by removing
fencinq. providinq naths.

lncrease pedestrian crosswalks along
Spence Súreef, Ellice Avenue and Portage
Avenue at identified locations.
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Table 4-1 continued...

Promote innovative design and streel
layouts for future projects and
renovations.

Integrate radiant sidewalk heat systems in
hiqh-use areas.

Sunlight orientation of new structures and
elements that are integrated on site.

Construct vertical curb guards throughout
sife fo protect pedestrians aqainst s/ush.

Enhance and employ alternative modes of
transno¡lation.

lntegrate windows at street level and
above in existing and new buildings on
s¡fe.

lmplement infill opportunities and multiple
use facilities.

I ntegrate more residential functions above
sfreeú functions on site.

Continue to develop along transit corridors
and make use of existinq centres.

Address ice buildup on sife with heated
sfreefs and heated benches in strategic,
hioh-use areas.

Bump out curbs at Ellice and Balmoralto
ensure a safe pedestrian crosslno.

Make commitment with City to clear
sidewalks before sfreefs to ensure
pedestrian nrioritv.

lntegrate canopies at building entrances
to protect from downwind drafts.

Social Recommendations

lntegrate Spence Sfreef sife info existing
winter fesfiva/s and events such as
Festivaldu Vovaaeur.

Create a winter culture through the
development of educational strategies and
local and regional pride.

Shift attitudes and lifestyles (i.e.; annual
fesffua/s and events)

Project positive images of winter (i.e.:
outdoor sports programming, contests;
creative use of snow)

Celebrate winter.
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Table 4-1 continued...

Economic Recommendations

Support economic models that improve
the qualitv of the urban environment.

Transit assisfance programs to maintain
ridership throuqhout the winter.

Financial assrsfance for social programs
that enhance and imorove winter.

Financial assisfance for physical
improvements to the winter environment.

Policy-based Recommendations

Focus on economic boosfs by providing
aftractive and functional public sDaces.

Focus on policy and financial support for
wi nte r i n d u ced d i sco mfo rts.

Abate expenses through tri-level
government agreements and private
fundinq.

Enhance winter development and
management throuqh policv.

Adopt policies to place emphasis on
compact urban form and reduce sprawl.

Adopt polícies to place emphasis on
mixed-use developme nt.

Adopt policies for efficient and effective
snow removal.

Appropriate layout and orientation of
buildinqs and oublic sDaces.

Adopt policies for city departments to work
in tandem.

Adopt policies to place prionty on the
pedestrian environment and reduce
emphasls on the automobile.

Address economic decline through winter
suósldies and tourism promotion.

Adopt policies to provide incentive for use
of public transit and requirements to
adiust transit routes/schedules seasonallv.
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4.2. I Physical Recommendations

The physical recommendations focus on physical initiatives and shategies that

may be integrated on site and on a larger, city-scale to improve winter livability. Each of

the physical recommendations addresses and supports the original physical principles

identified throughout the literature review, from pubiic light installations and public art to

increasing pedestrian crosswalks on site. Each of these recommendations play an

important role in improving winter livability on site.

In terms of climate protection, there are several strategies that may be applied on

site. Installing retractable roofs or canopies along the front of existing buildings will heip

protect from precipitation and will reduce wind tunnel affects and thereby reduce wind

speeds at street level. Furthennore, the integration of standing heaters and outdoor

supervised log fires in high use locations such as building entrances, winter patios and

pocket parks increases thermal cómfort in protected areas and log fires add a sense of

celebration and warmth. Standing heaters and log fires may be integrated at the main

entrance courtyard of the University, at the entrance to the Duckworth Centre and at the

student village. These are high-use, strategic locations for the integration of these

'warming' strategies. In addition to these strategies, the integration of protective

landscaping such as coniferous trees and temporary protective snow berms in strategic

locations may offer increased wind protection on site. Strategically placing these devices

along the north and western edges, in particular, will protect open space and the street

itself from winter gusts. For example, protecting the ice rink that is proposed in the open

space in front of Wesley Hall through the use of snow berms and vegetation will make

the use of that amenity more appealing. Many of the coniferous trees could be wrapped
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in lights and placed strategically to not decrease visibility and safety. The integration of

more at grade protection including screens, colonnades, gallerias and arcades and the

integration of clustered buildings as renovations are required and funding is available

may decrease wind gusts and increase the availability of protected spaces on site.

Canopies at entrances will protect from downwind drafts. This will attract more people

outside where they may feel more thermal comfort than without these protective devices.

Furthermore, ensuring all new structures and elements integrated on site are oriented

towards the sun will also improve thermal comfort.

Civic embellishment on site such as banners, signs, flags and murals add colour

and life to the street and can illustrate community and University activities in addition to

celebrating the joys of winter. Integrating bold colours throughout the site, as general

maintenance on streets and buildings are required, will brighten the site during winter and

provide visual excitement and interest. These types of strategies enhance the visual effect

of the street but ultimately are able to enhance the social activity on the street.

Furthermore, increasing warm, pedestrian-scaled lighting on the street and throughout the

site will increase safety and the feeling of warmth on site. Public light installations and

public art will further increase the feeling of winter celebration on site. Increasing

awareness of seasonal change through the integration of bird feeders, as suggested by one

of the participants of the focus group, will increase activity and life on site and add to the

general enjoyment of all seasons. Adding to the life on the street by opening the street to

vehicular traffic at night will increase safety during a time when there typically would be

little pedestrian activity.
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Winter urban park programming including winter sports programming such as

skating, curling, winter golf intramurals, supporting ice sculpting, snowman and snow

angel contests on site and integrating winter gardens celebrates winter.

Placing priority on the pedestrian by providing adequate pedestrian and bike paths

will promote active transportation and result in a more pedestrian-friendly site. In terms

of public transpofation, telephones at each transit stop with free emergency and Telebus

dialing will increase safety on site, and signals to indicate bus arrival will minimize

uncertainty for those awaiting bus arrivals. Placing emphasis on transit by providing

more reliable and frequent scheduling throughout the winter season will increase transit

use and decrease the uncertainty and exposure time typically associated with transit use.

Reserved bus lanes will support more efficient transit service and increase safety on site.

Broadening the possibilities of active transportation including the integration of bike

racks on site and providing the infrastructure for ice skating, cross country skiing and

biking, for example, allows users to atilize different methods of transportation while

enjoying winter.

Lrcreasing connection opportunities around the perimeter of the block and

throughout the site, particularly along the east/west axis may better integrate the site

within its context in addition to ensuring pedestrian accessibility throughout the site.

Removing existing fencing, particularly in the CBC parking lot, and providing formal

paths, will provide more connection opporfunities. Increasing the number of pedestrian

crosswalks along Spence Street, Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue supports pedestrian

movement and places priority on the pedestrian. V/idening the curb at Ellice Avenue and

Balmoral Street may make pedestrian crossings at this location less awkward for
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pedestrians and increase safety. The use of improved de-icing materials and snow

removal strategies may increase safety for these pedestrians on site. Promoting

innovative design and street layouts can only provide improvements to the winter

physical environment. This could include the integration of radiant sidewalk heat

systems throughout the site, particularly in high-use areas such as the entrance to the

Duckworth Centre and in the student village. Furthermore, orientation of streets for

maximum solar gain in areas that have not yet been developed will help improve

livability throughout the winter season. Vertical curb guards may also protect against

slush throughout transition seasons. Addressing ice build-up with heated streets and

placing heated benches in strategic, high-use areas may improve winter livability on site

by increasing thermal comfort. Clearing city sidewalks before vehicle lanes may ensure

pedestrian priority and support alternative methods of transportation.

Integrating windows at street level and above in existing and new buildings may

increase visual interaction between structures on site and the street level activities,

thereby increasing safety. lntegrating more residential functions and uses above the

existing street functions will also increase safety through increasing activity on site in the

evenings and weekends.

4.2.2 Social Recommendations

The social recommendations focus on initiatives and strategies that may be

integrated on site and on alarger, city-scale to improve winter livability in terms of a

winter culture and winter programming. The integration of the Spence site into existing

winter festivals and events across the City, such as festival du Voyaguer may add an
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element of excitement and celebration on site. The creation of a winter culture through

the development of educational strategies and local and regional pride is imperative. This

initiative may be part of shifting attitudes and lifestyles towards a more positive outlook

on winter. Projecting positive images of winter by encouraging outdoor sports

programming like curling, skating, winter golf, intramurals and contests will further

promote a winter culture. Advertising these activities on banners and flags provides a

festive way to market the activities and enhances the visual environment. Using snow

creatively for snowman and snow angel contests and winter gardens will also promote a

seasonal culture on site. Generally celebrating winter and particularly focusing on the

fun and beauty of winter will help to shift preconceived notions of winter and the cold,

and ultimately help in improving livability.

4.2.3 Economic Recommendations

The economic recommendations focus on initiatives and shategies that may be

integrated on site and on a larger, city-scale to improve winter livability in terms of

economic and financial support for winter specific issues. Supporting economic models

that improve the quality of the wban environment in general will support gteater

livability throughout the winter. These may include transit assistance programs to

maintain ridership throughout the winter or financial assistance for social programs that

enhance and improve winter. For example, providing financial assistance for a

community ice skating or curling program that could take advantage of facilities on site

will increase site activity and improve relationships between the University and its

community. Furthermore, financial assistance for physical improvements to the winter
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environment will enhance the public space and make it more useable throughout the

winter season. Focusing on economic boosts that may result from providing attractive

and functional public spaces may be away to secure financial assistance up front.

Programs or improvements that require funding may be supported through tri-level

goverTrment agreements and private funding opportunities.

4.2.4 Policy-based Recommendations

The following recommendations support winter city design principles from a

policy perspective. Considering the winter season above all other policy-related

considerations will help to ensure that the winter city is developed appropriately and

ensure that livability will be maintained throughout the seasons. This may include

focusing on policy and financial support for winter induced discomforts including transit

assistance and enhancing winter development and management through policy by

developing requirements for the siting of new buildings, protective landscaping and

microclimatic studies, for example. Policies in municipal plans to place emphasis on

compact urban form may support and guide the development of the liveable winter city.

In addition to this, policies to place emphasis on mixed-use development may reduce

required travel times between destinations and ultimately result in a more livable winter

city. Policies that place priority on the pedestrian over any other method of

transportation may ensure a more atlractive environment for pedestrians thereby reducing

automobile travel. Alternatively, adjusting transit routes and schedules for more

appropriate seasonal travel will also support altemative modes of transportation and make

travel throughout the winter environment more enjoyable. Policies for effective snow
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removal and higher standards for snow removal will increase safety and allow pedestrians

to move about the winter environment uninhibited. Ultimately, policies that require city

departments to work in tandem may ensure policy programs work together and maintain

desired outcomes.

úr many cases, policy adoption is where changes begin. Legislating policies that

are winter appropriate make a strong statement and commitment with the goal of

improving winter livability within the City.

4.3 Application andlmplementation Strategies

There are many recommendations presented here that are appropriate for the

Spence Sheet site. The strategies have been separated into categories indicating the short

term, medium term and long term goals in keeping with site objectives. These goals and

implementation strategies are reviewed inTable 4-2.
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Table 4-2: Application and Implementation Strategies
Objective: to address short, medium and long-term goals for the study site and its context.

Short-term Goals (2-5 vears)

lmolement winter oark oroqramminq

lntegrate Spence Sfreef sde as a location
for existing winter festivals and events
such as Festival du Vovaqeur.

Integrate retractable roofs (i.e.: canopies)
on existing buildings to offer protectíon
from the elements.

lntegrate properly designed bus she/fers
(i.e.: heated, safe and comfortable) at
identified locations.

lntegrate signa/s to indicate bus arrivalat
hiqh-use locations.

lntegrate public light installations and
public añ. by localarfrisfs and university
sfudenfs.

lntegrate, define and market pedestrian
sidewalks and bike pafhs on sife.

I ntegrate protective landscaping (i.e. :
coniferous trees and busf¡es on noñhwest
sldes. femporary protective snow berms).

lncrease awareness of seasona/ change;
integrate bird feeding sfafions in protected
courtvards.

lntegrate telephones at each bus stop with
free emeroencv and Telebus dialinq.

Open street to vehicular traffic at night
and identifu with sionaoe.

lntegrate at grade protection (i.e.:
screens, gallerias, canopies, clustered
buildino) alono existino buildinos.

Medium-term Goals (5-10 vears)

lntegrate standing heaters and outdoor
supervrsed fires in hiqh use locations.

Place emphasis on transit by
implementina "wintef' transit schedule

lntegrate civic embellishment such as
banners, sígns, f/ags, murals, etc. on
street and exrsfrno buildinqs.

I nteg rate prote ctive I a nd scap i ng ( i. e. :
coniferous trees and bushes on noñhwest
sldes, femporary protectíve snow berms).

I ncrease warm, pedestrian-scaled lighting
on the street and throuqhout the site.

Require microclimatic sfudres for the
buildinq of new sfrucfures on sife.

Utilization of existíng parks, open space
and corridors for continued and improved
urban oark prooramminq.

Broaden the possibilities of active
transportation on slfe (i.e.: bike racks,
skatinq. bikinq. cross countrv skiinq).

r02

Build more student res¡dences on sife.

Ensure new buildings are multi-use in
nature.



Table 4-2 continued...

Remove fencing and create formalpaths
to increase connections around the
perimeter of the block.

I n cre ase pe d e stri an crossuva/ks af
identified locations along Spence Street,
Ellice Avenue and Portaqe Avenue.

Lonq-term Goals (10-25 years)

Create a winter culture. NOTE: realized
over the long term but is an overarching
qoal to beoin in the short term.

lntegrate bold colours throughout the site
as general maintenance on streefs and
buildinos is reouired.

I nteg rate p rote ctive I a ndsca pi ng (i. e. :
coniferous trees and bushes on noñhwest
srdes, femporarv protective snow berms).

Focus on policy and financial support for
wi nte r i n d uce d d isco mforts.

Orient new structures and elements to the
sun for maximum solar qain.

P ro mote in n ov ative, wi nte r-app ropri ate
design and street layouts as construction
is reouired.

lntegrate veftical curb guards to protect
oedestri ans aoarnsf s/ush.

Fu¡úher broaden the possrb/rfíes of active
transpoñation (i.e.: bike racks, skating,
bikinq. cross countrv skiind.

lntegrate radiant sidewalk heat systems in
hiqh-use areas.

Enhance and employ alternative modes of
transnortalion

Integrate windows at street level and
above in existing and new buíldings on
sife.

Continue to improve balance between
residence and job location by providing
p/aces to live on sife.

I ntegrate more residential functions above
sfreef functions on siúe.

lmplement infill opportunities and
integrated multiple use faclffies as
reouired on srte.

Bump out curbs at Ellice and Balmoralto
ensure a safe pedestrian crossing.
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4.3.1 Short Term Goals

The short term strategies that have been identified throughout the research are

easy to integrate, relatively inexpensive and will have a great impact on the livability of

the site throughout the winter season. Short-term goals may be implemented within the

next2-5 years. Winter urban park programming is inexpensive and may be integrated at

the study site with relatively little effort. This type of programming will positively affect

the surrounding residential neighbourhoods by offering activities for residents and

enhancing the physical and social link between the University and its surroundings. ln

addition there are existing winter events throughout the City that would be easy to

integrate on site such as providing an alternative venue for Festival du Voyaguer. The

Spence Sheet site would be a greatopportunity for additional ice sculpting contests and

installations related to the Festival that celebrate winter. The winter park programming

ideas could be integrated in the large open space in front of Wesley Hall and in the

proposed courtyards and pocket parks.

In terms of short term goals that address at-grade climate protection, retractable

canopy roofs retrofitted onto existing buildings such as the main University Centre on the

northeast corner of the site and the Duckworth Centre would offer pedestrians increased

thermal comfort and protect from downward drafts. These canopies would be relatively

inexpensive to realize and have great impact on site, both visually and physically.

Furthermore, replacing the existing hansit shelters at the study site with properly

designed transit shelters at the designated locations that are heated, well lit, and thermally

comfortable will increase the likelihood of transit use throughout the winter and provide

protection from the elements for transit users. Integrating visual or aural signals to
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indicate arrival of the bus, and telephones in each shelter, will increase safety and

decrease exposure. This suggestion could be addressed not only on site but throughout

the City. These suggestions would be relatively easy and inexpensive to implement.

Landscaping and temporary snow berms may help to separate uses such as transit

and pedestri arrtraîfrc,to increase safety and further protect from winter winds on site.

Snow berms can easilybe formed when snow is being removed from the site, at little

extra expense. These berms can be integrated along the southem edge of the site adjacent

to Portage Avenue and in areas to protect open spaces at the study site from northwest

winds, in particular. Immediately investing in landscaping will improve livability on site

for years to come.

Opening the street to vehicular traffic at night is one strategy that will also

increase safety on the street and is easy to implement with signage at the street entrance

indicating the time of day the street is open and/or closed to automobile traffic. This

would increase activity on the street overnight and during non-peak hours.

Additionally, public light installations, public art and generally increasing the

awareness of seasonal change are suggestions that are easily integrated, inexpensive and

will ultimately enhance winter culture and improve winter livability on site. Short term

implementation suggestions include public art displays to celebrate winter in identified

open spaces and increasing awareness of seasonal change by adding life to the street

through the integration of bird feeders, for example.
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4.3.2 Medium Term Goals

Medium-term goals require increased planning, financial resources and time to

integrate than the suggested short-term goals. Medium-term goals would typically be

integrated on site in the next 5-10 years. Increasing thermal comfort through the

integration of outdoor supervised log f,rres and standing heaters in high use locations,

particularly at building entrances, on winter patios and in identified pocket parks would

be relatively easy to integrate. Increasing warm, pedestrian-scaled lighting on the street

and throughout the site will not only increase safety but add a feeling of warmth and

welcome. Designing and integrating civic embellishments such as banners, signs, flags

and murals may be a"way to include community events atrd representation on campus in

addition to accentuating and supporting a vibrant winter street. Furthermore, the

integration ofat-grade protective devices such as screens, colonnades, gallerias and

arcades may help to protect from the elements. These suggestions could be integrated

with and between existing buildings over the next five years, particularly those buildings

facing Spence Street to increase climate protection along the corridor'

In terms of transportation, placing an overall emphasis on transit, including

reserved bus lanes and increasing the frequency of hansit service throughout winter, will

help make transit a more attractive travel option during the coldest season. Broadening

the possibilities in terms of active transportation will generally support the reduction in

the use of the automobile and be in keeping with the various winter activities that could

be used as methods of transportation if the required infrastructure was available, such as

skating, cross country skiing, biking and sleigh travel.
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Increasing the frequency of microclimatic studies will aid in the understanding of

winter induced discomforts and identify particular locations that may require increased

protection and attention in terms of protective devices or landscaping. Finally, improving

the balance between residence and job location through multi-use buildings and infill

oppornrnities will increase densities and ultimately reduce required travel distances

between destinations.

4.3.3 Long Term Goals

Long term goals are those that require major physical alterations, social change

and acceptance, significant financial resources and policy amendments in order to be

integrated on site. Long-term goals would tlpically be integrated throughout a 10-25

year time frame. Creating a winter culture through the development of educational

strategies and local and regional pride will take time. Many of the long term physical

goals can be implemented at the study site as part of an overall concept plan. For

example, increasing wann colours and textures throughout the site can be achieved as

general maintenance and renovations are completed. Úrtegrating materials that aÍe warm

in colour and texture for building cladding, streets and sidewalks will enhance the feeling

of warmth at the study site. Building renovations over time may focus on increasing

windows on the second floor of structures and above as well as increasing residential uses

in the buitdings on campus to improve visibility on the street and safety. A number of the

long-term suggestions may require technological development before they may be

appropriate or feasible to integrate on site. For example, the technology for radiant

heated streets is expensive and difficult to integrate into existing infrastructure and even
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though the street is being slightly reconfigured at this time, it is not feasible to integrate

this technology extensively, given the expense. Future development may consider these

emerging technologies in addition to the orientation of streets and buildings for maximum

solar gain, vertical curb guards to protect pedestrians against slush and improved de-icing

and snow removal strategies.

Many of the medium-term goals may be considered long-term goals with respect

to their wider application within the City. V/innipeg may adopt policies and strategies for

improvements throughout the city such as those suggested for the Spence Street site.

Applying these strategies throughout the City will, over time, increase winter livability

and ultimately have a greater impact on the winter city. For example, enhancing and

employing alternative modes of transportation, improving the balance between residence

and job location, and infill and multiple use facilities, will improve the winter livability of

Winnipeg as well as improving all-season livability. Focusing on these physical issues in

addition to policy-based and financial support for winter-induced discomfort will

improve winter living throughout Winnipeg.

As noted, there are several opportunities for the implementation of winter city

planning and design principles at the study site, in the surrounding area and in Winnipeg

generally to improve winter livability. Many are relatively simple, easy to integrate and

require little financial support and time, while others require major policy and social

changes. Certainly the short-term, site-specific goals may be easily applied in the near

future in an effort to maintain the University of V/innipeg's goal of integrating cold-

weather technology through their Spence Street renewal project.
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4.4 Conclusion

This practicum topic was inspired by a personal interest in exploring winter city

planning and design theories. Canadian cities, including Winnipeg are becoming

increasingly similar in urban form. This has negatively affected the lives of the citizens

of Winnipeg in many ways, including hindering the ability of citizens to move throughout

the urban fabric, in a harsh, cold environment. This practicum explored winter city

planning and design theory and focused on the positive enhancement and implementation

opportunities within Winnipeg. This exploration, in particular, identified and applied

winter city principles to a site proposed for development by the University of Winnipeg

on Spence Street between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue. This practicum extended

the current proposal for development by maintaining the University of Winnipeg's

identified programming requirements and enhancing the livability of the site during the

winter season. This application respected and encouraged movement, mobility and

linking strategies within the site and its context.

As noted in the introduction to this practicum, winter city planning is itself a

utopian vision that has to be continually tailored to the situation in which it is applied.

Winter city planning and design theory must be integrated at several scales in order to be

successful: the building or micro scale, the neighbowhood or meso scale and the urban or

macro scale. This practicum largely focused on the urban and neighbourhood scale.

However, there are many additional opportunities in building design, interior design,

clothing design and industrial design that have the ability to improve life within a winter

environment.
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This practicum project had two main goals. The first identified physical, social,

economic and policy-based principles that can improve livability in the winter city. The

second goal applied the principles identified and examined in the literature review to the

Spence Street site.

The research has uncovered fifty-eight recoÍtmendations that are appropriate for

application to the Spence Street site and I have indicated how they may be applied with

the objective of improving winter livability in terms of thirty-nine short, medium and

long term goals. As stated earlier within this document, Spence Street was closed to

automobile traffic in August 2005 and the University of V/innipeg's Spence Street

Redevelopment project remains ongoing, presumably with the goal of being

technologically advanced in terms of dealing with cold weather situations.

Above all, Winnipeg is clearly a winter city and as such we must evaluate all

development proposals with knowledge of and respect for winter. This research finds

that life throughout the winter season does not have to be arduous but can, in fact, be

pleasurable. Winnipeg can be a desirable winter destination and place to live, which will

provide positive reflections of our identity and give Winnipeg the competitive edge it

needs to keep and attract a vibrant and creative population.
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Appendix A:

\ryRITTEN BRIEF _ FOCUS GROUP ONE

This research is being conducted by Meagan Henke, a graduate student in the Department of City
Planning, University of Manitoba. The project is entitled V/inter Cities and Movement:

Appll¿ing winter cit]¡ desigrr principles to a Spence Street site in Winnipeg. Manitoba. The

University of Manitoba's Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board has approved the conduct of this

research.

This research investigates winter city planning and design theory within the context of a Spence

Street site. Specifically, it examines opportunities for the implementation of cold weather

technology and design applications that may improve the winter livability of Spence Street

between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue.

This focus group will be guided by a series of questions encouraging discussion on the research I
have conducted thus far and result in programming and concept design ideas for the specific site.

This focus group willbe approximately one how in duration. There will be a second focus group

approximately a month later to review and critique the concept design shaped by this research'

There is no foreseeable risk to the participants of this research.

If you have any concerns or complaints about this project, please feel free to contact me

direcrly at (204) 474-7176ò, uiu e-ma' 
", 

.,*",,"rø...*rlrl"TrTlïålntact 
mv supervisor
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Appendix B:

SCRIPT and GUIDING QUESTIONS - FOCUS GROUP ONE

INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH:

My name is Meagan Henke and I am a graduate student in the Department of City Planning at

the University of Manitoba. I am investigating winter cityplanning and design theory within the
context of a Spence Street site in'Winnipeg. Specificall5 I am researching opportunities for the
implementation of cold weather technology and design applications that may improve the winter
livability of Spence Street between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue. The project is entitled
V/inter Cities and Movement: Appl)¡ing winter citv design principles to a Spence Street site in
V/innipeg. Manitoba.

This focus group will be guided by a series of questions encouraging discussion on the research I
have conducted thus far and result in programming and concept design ideas. This focus group

will be approximately one hour in duration. There will be a second focus group in
approximately a month to review and critique the concept design shaped by this research.

With your permission, the focus group will be audio-recorded so that analyzingthe material at a

later date will be completed with greater ease and efficiency. If you have any questions or
concerns during the session, feel free to ask immediately. As noted within the consent forms,
any personal information will be kept confidential.

Thank you, in advance for your participation. Are there any questions or concerns before we
begin?

GOAL OF RESEARCH:

This practicum explores winter city planning and design theory and focuses on the positive
enhancement and implementation opportunities within Winnipeg, Manitoba. This exploration
will identify and apply winter city principles to a site currently proposed for development by the

University of V/innipeg on Spence Street between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue. This
practicum will enhance the current proposal for development by maintaining the University's of
Winnipeg's identified programming requirements and enhancing the livability of the site during
the winter season. This application will respect and encourage movement, mobility and linking
strategies within the site and its context. The goals of the application are to encourage
participation in the winter environment, foster a sense of place and further promote a winter
culture for the citizens of the City.

The goal of this focus group is to introduce and review winter city planning and design
principles. I will also introduce you to the site and review the proposal for development by the

University of Manitoba. The discussion will then surround exploring the possibilities of
application of the identified principles to the site. This will help me to develop a winter
appropriate concept design.
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INPUT: INTRODUCTION TO V/INTER CITY PRINCIPLES:

[Images and illustrative posters including text, based on the literature review will be
presented to participants. These will identify general opportunities and precedents from
around the world in the categories of physical, social, economic and policy-based principles
that may be opportunities for the proposed site.]

INTRODUCTION TO THE SITE:

llmages and maps of the site will be presented to participants. These maps and images will
identify the site to participants and provide them with the results of the site survey.]

GUIDING QIIESTIONS:

Based upon the information provided, I will now ask a series of questions to generate

discussion on winter appropriate programming and design concept ideas for the site.

What do you perceive as the needs of the site and its users during the winter season?

What do you perceive as the wants of the site and its users during the winter season?

What do you perceive as the main opportunities for the site during the winter season?

What do you perceive as the main barriers to the livability of the site during the winter
season?

What opportunities do you feel this site presents for physical linkages with the
surrounding area?

What opporhrnities do you feel this site presents for physical linkages with the City of
Winnipeg?

In what ways do you feel this site can encourage a winter culture within V/innipeg?
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Thank you for your participation in the focus group today. If you have any questions,

additional comments or concerns, please do not hesitate to approach me. I can be reached at

the number and email provided to you on the consent form. I look forward to presenting the

programming and concept design to you in one month's time.
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Appendix C:

CONSENT FORM _ FOCUS GROUP ONE

This research is being conducted by Meagan Henke, a graduate student in the Depafment of City
Planning, University of Manitoba. The project is entitled'Winter Cities and Movement:
Applyins winter city desiÊn principles to a Spence Street site in Winnipeg. Manitoba.

This research investigates winter city planning and design theory within the context of a Spence
Street site. Specifically, it examines opportunities for the implementation of cold weather
technology and design applications that may improve the winter livability of Spence Street
befween Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue.

This focus group will be guided by a series of questions encouraging discussion on the research I
have conducted thus far and result in programming and concept design ideas. This focus group
will be approximately one hour in duration. There will be a second focus group in
approximately a month to review and critique the concept design shaped by this research. There
is no foreseeable risk to the participants of this research.

With your permission, the focus group will be audio-recorded so that analyzingthe material at a

later date will be completed with greater ease and efficiency. If you have any questions or
concems during the session, feel free to ask immediately. If at any time during the focus group
session you do not feel comfortable commenting on an issue or question, you are not obligated to
do so. If you would like to leave the focus group at any time, you are welcome to do so without
prejudice or consequence.

Personal information will be kept confidential. This means that your n¿ilne, your position, and/or
any other information that would give confidential information away will not be included in any
publicly disseminated materials arising from the study. 

'Where information occurs within a

session transcript that will be included in the final report, names and other personal information
will be omitted, unless permission to do so has been explicitly granted.

Information from this focus group may form part of future articles, books or other publicly
disseminated media by the researcher. All research data (e.g., photographs, audio recordings,
transcripts, research fieldnotes) will be immediately stored in a locked private safe in the
researchers sfudio at the University of Manitoba until such time as publications and/or other
publicly disseminated media arising from the research have come to fruition. At this point, the
research materials will be destroyed. Only the researcher will have access to this safe by a
combination lock.

If you would like to receive a copy of the findings of this research, please contact me via email at

meaganhenke@yahoo.com. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project, please

feel free to contact me ¡ OR you
may contact my Supervisor directly atQ0$ 474-7176 or via e-mail at
vanvliet@ cc.um anitob a. c a
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This research has been approved by the University of Manitoba's Joint-Faculty Research Ethics
Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the
above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122, or e-mail
margaret bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep

for your records and reference.

I, give Meagan Henke (graduate

student researcher) permission to use the information gathered during this focus group session

under the conditions stated above. I understand that this research is part of a study researching
winter city design theory and its application to the Spence Sheet site. Participation is entirely
voluntary and participants are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and/or refrain from
answering any questions without prejudice or consequence.

Respondent' s S ignature Date

Researcher' s Signature Date
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Appendix D:

WRITTEN BRIEF _ FOCUS GROUP TWO

This research is being conducted by Meagan Henke, a graduate student in the Department of City
Planning, University of Manitoba. The project is entitled Winter Cities and Movement: appling
winter city desien principles to a Spence Sheet site in Winnipeg. Manitoba. The University of
Manitoba's Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board has approved the conduct of this research.

This research investigates winter city planning and design theory within the context of a Spence

Street site. Speciftcally, it examines opportunities for the implementation of cold weather

technology and design applications that may improve the winter livability of Spence Street

between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue.

This focus group will be guided by a series of questions encouraging discussion on the research I
have conducted thus far, including the results of the first focus group. This purpose of this focus

group is to review and critique the programming and concept design ideas developed throughout
the process of my research. This focus $oup will be approximately one hour in duration. This
results of this final focus group will result in a more refined and developed design.

There is no foreseeable risk to the participants of this research.

If you have any concems or complaints about this project, please feel free to contact me

direcrly at (204) 474-7t76 or via;-mail ar uunuli"r@,."o..Yuïtoïy..întact 
my supervisor
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Appendix E:

SCRIPT and GUIDING QIIESTIONS - FOCUS GROUP TWO

INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH:

My name is Meagan Henke and I am a graduate student in the Department of City Planning at
the University of Manitoba. I am investigating winter city planning and design theory within the
context of a Spence Street site in Winnipeg. Specifically, I am researching opporfunities for the
implementation of cold weather technology and design applications that may improve the winter
livability of Spence Street between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue. The project is entitled
'Winter 

Cities and Movement: Applying winter city design principles to a Spence Street site in
V/innipee. Manitoba.

This focus group will be guided by a series of questions encouraging discussion on the design
concept I have developed as a result of my past research, including the outcome of the first focus
group. This focus group will be approximately one hour in duration.

With your permission, the focus group will be audio-recorded so that analyzing the material at a
later date will be completed with greater ease and eff,rciency. If you have any questions or
concerns during the session, feel free to ask immediately.

Thank you, in advance for your participation. Are there any questions or concerns before we
begin?

GOAL OF RESEARCH:

As I stated during the first focus group, this practicum explores winter city planning and design
theory and focuses on the positive enhancement and implementation opporfunities within
V/innipeg, Manitoba. The exploration thus far has identified winter city principles appropriate
for the Spence Street site currently proposed for development by the University of Winnipeg
between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue.

The goal of this focus group is to generate discussion, review and critique of the concept design I
have developed as a result of our last focus goup. I am interested in your opinion on the concept
design in order to refine and develop it further.

INPUT: REVIEV/ OF FOCUS GROUP ONE:

tA review of the outcomes from the first focus group will be reviewed.]

INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING AND DESIGN CONCEPT:
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[Images, mapping, models and illustrative posters, including text will be presented to
participants. The programming needs and design concept formulated as a result of the first
focus group will be presented.]

GUIDING QUESTIONS:

Based upon the information provided, I will now ask a series of questions to generate

discussion, review and critique of the design concept.

'What elements of the design concept do you feel strongest about?

What components of the design concept do you feel are the most feasible?

What elements of the design concept do you feel are the most critical for
implementation?

What elements of the design concept do you feel are the most important in terms of
physically linking the site with its surroundings?

What elements of the design concept do you feel are the most important in terms of
physically linking the site with the rest of the City of Winnipeg?

What elements of the design concept do you feel are the most important in terms of
enhancing a positive winter culture in Winnipeg?

Are there any additional comments or concerns regarding the concept design that have

not been reviewed thus far? If yes, what else would you like to comment on or
raise concern about?

Thank you for your participation in the focus group today. If you have any questions,
additional comments or concerns, please do not hesitate to approach me. I can also be

reached at the number and email provided to you on the consent form. Thank you, again, for
your participation in my research, it is greatly appreciated.
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Appendix F:

CONSENT FORM _ FOCUS GROUP TWO

This research is being conducted by Meagan Henke, a graduate student in the Deparlment of City
Planning, University of Manitoba. The project is entitled'Winter Cities and Movement:
Applying winter city desien principles to a Spence Street site in Winnipee. Manitoba.

This research investigates winter city planning and design theory within the context of a Spence

Street site. Specifically, it examines opportunities for the implementation of cold weather

technology and design applications that may improve the winter livability of Spence Street

between Ellice Avenue and Portage Avenue.

This focus group will be guided by a series of questions encouraging review and critique on the

concept design shaped by the first focus group and involve discussion on implementation
strategies for the design. This focus group will also be approximately one hour in duration.

There is no foreseeable risk to the participants of this research.

With your permission, the focus group will be audio-recorded so that analyzing the material at a

later date will be completed with greater ease and efficiency. If you have any questions or
concerns during the session, feel free to ask immediately. If at any time during the focus group

session you do not feel comfortable commenting on an issue or question, you are not obligated to

do so. If you would like to leave the focus group at arry time, you are welcome to do so without
prejudice or consequence.

Personal information will be kept confidential. This means that your n¿üne, your position, andlor

any other information that would give confidential information away will not be included in any

publicly disseminated materials arising from the study. Where information occurs within a
session transcript that will be included in the final report, names and other personal information
will be omitted, unless permission to do so has been explicitly granted.

Information from this focus group may form part of future articles, books or other publicly
disseminated media by the researcher. All research data (e.g., photographs, audio recordings,

transcripts, research fieldnotes) will be immediately stored in a locked private safe in the

researchers studio at the University of Manitoba until such time as publications and/or other

publicly disseminated media arising from the research have come to fruition. At this point, the

research materials will be destroyed. Only the researcher will have access to this safe by a
combination lock.

If you would like to receive a copy of the findings of this research, please contact me via email at

meaganhenke@yahoo.com. If you have anv concerns or complaints about this project, please

feel free to contact me at , OR you

may contact my Supervisor directly at Q0$ 474-7176 or via e-mail at

vanvliet@cc.umanitoba. ca.
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This research has been approved by the University of Manitoba's Joint-Faculty Research Ethics

Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the

above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 474-7122, or e-mail
margaret_bowman@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep

for your records and reference.

give Meagan Henke (graduate

student researcher) permission to use the information gathered during this focus group session

under the conditions stated above. I understand that this research is part ofa study researching

winter cities and movement within the City of V/innipeg. Participation is entirely voluntary and

participants are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and./or refrain from answering any
questions without prejudice or consequence.

Respondent' s Signature Date

Researcher's Signature Date
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